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                Preface 
      The exoemission phenomena were discovered for almost century ago. A number of 
researches on exoemission have been performed only from the macroscopic point of view, 
and none of them have dealt with exoemission from the microscopic point of view. This is 
somewhat unreasonable, since many of recent investigations in surface science were based 
upon the microscopic nature of surfaces. This thesis focuses the microscopic aspects of the 
exoemission from metal surfaces. The attitude of this research is unique in the exoemission 
research. 
      In order to investigate exoemission from the microscopic point of view, the 
experiments using the surface analytical techniques with atomic resolution, i.e., field emission 
microscopy and field ion microscopy, were carried out. The obtained results were 
interpreted based on the computational results using the first-principles calculation, which 
was applied to exoemission study for the first time. The exoemission was successfully 
related to the dynamics of the surfaces, such as diffusion, oxidation, defect formation, and gas 
adsorption. 
      This pioneering work in exoemission will be a milestone of the exoemission works, 
and I am sure that this work will contribute to developing the application of exoemission as 
well as to the fundamental research on exoemission. 
                                                     Tadashi Shiota
Osaka, Japan 
January, 2000
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 Chapter 1 
Introduction
     Today, electron emission from a solid surface is one of the most famous physical 
phenomena and widely applied to a variety of the technology or engineering fields. In the 
field of surface analysis, the electron emission phenomenon plays an important role. Auger 
electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) are the methods to 
analyze the surface status from the energy distribution of electrons emitted from the surface. 
Also, electron gun is one of the most popular applications of electron emission phenomenon, 
and has been widely used in vacuum tube, cathode ray tube (CRT), electron beam lithography 
as well as surface analysis methods uch as low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and so on. 
Therefore, electron emission phenomena from variety kinds of semiconductors, 
superconductors as well as metals have been investigated to produce the electron beam with 
high brightness and high stability. 
    The electron emission phenomena re categorized into thermionic emission, 
photoemission, field emission, secondary electron emission and so on, and the systematic 
study on each emission phenomenon has been carried out in detail. Thermionic emission 
and photoemission ccur when the energy higher than the work function of a solid surface is 
introduced. Theoretical backgrounds of these phenomena were given by Richardson [1] 
and Einstein [2], respectively. On the other hand, when the potential barrier of a surface 
becomes narrowed by a high electric field applied to a solid surface, electrons are also emitted 
to outside of the metal by the tunneling effect. This electron emission phenomenon has 
been recognized as field emission, and was explained theoretically by Fowler and Nordheim 
[3]. Moreover, secondary electron emission, which is induced by high-energy electron or 
ion bombardment [4], has also been widely studied. Besides these four electron emission 
phenomena, the transient electron emission, which can not be explained by any simple
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process described above, was sometimes observed at the many kinds of surfaces. This 
phenomenon has been called "exoelectron emission". 
     Curie and Rutherfod, who werevery famous nuclear physicists, discovered the 
anomalous emission from the solids placed near Ra or Th. This seems to be the first 
discovery of exoelectron emission. Also, in 1897, Russell observed the fact that a 
scratched Zn surface liberated electrons, and this emission phenomenon was called "Russell 
effect". However, the detailed research on such phenomena had not been carried out. 
The first report of exoelectron emission was made by Mclenann in 1902. He studied the 
electron emission from CaF2:Mn activated by electron beam irradiation when the specimen 
was heated [5]. In 1935, Tanaka observed that electrons were continued to be counted by 
Geiger-Muller (GM) counter, even after electron beam irradiation was stopped [6]. This 
observation was first discovery of exoelectron emission in Japan, and he was a pioneer of 
Japanese xoelectron emission researchers. The results of systematic nvestigations on 
exoelectron emission were reported by Kramer in 1949 [7]. He showed that low-energy 
electrons were emitted from metals or ion crystals when the surface was suffered by 
mechanical treatment, light irradiation or annealing treatment. The emission phenomena 
could not be explained by the simple energy transfer process. In the experiment on electron 
emission from wood metal reported by Kramer, it was indicated that no electron emission was 
detected uring melting process of the wood metal, while burst of electron emission was 
detected during solidification process. Since this transient emission phenomenon was only 
observed uring the solidification, this electron emission was considered to be related to 
exothermic reaction. The word of "exoelectron emission" was named after the 
exothermisity. Later, the temporal electron emissions activated by photons or electric field 
were observed as well as such a thermally activated electron emission. These electron 
emissions have been categorized in the exoelectron emission, and were classified by the 
method of stimuli; thermally-stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE), photo- (optically-) 
stimulated exoelectron emission (PSEE (OSEE)) and field-stimulated xoelectron mission 
(FSEE). However, the term of "exoemission" was decided to be used on behalf of 
"exoelectron emission" at the 11th international symposium on exoelectron emission and its 
applications held in Glucholazy, Poland. Because temporal emission of negative ions [8], 
photons [9], neutral particles and positive ions [10] as well as electrons were included in the
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same emission category. Namely, exoemission is now used as a comprehensive term to 
denominate the nonstationary charged or non-charged particle emission phenomena, 
appearing only from emitters (metallic as well as nonmetallic) after some prior treatment 
(irradiation, deformation, etc.). They were accompanying the relaxation of the perturbed 
states [11]. 
     The research on exoemission has been carried out almost a century long since it was 
firstly discovered. Many applications of exoemission to a variety of scientific/engineering 
fields have been studied; surface analysis, phase transition, deformation or destruction of 
solids and so on. Especially, in the fields of dosimetery and surface analysis, exoemission 
has been investigated intensively. The application of thermally-stimulated exoemission 
(TSE) to dosimetery was first suggested by Kramer in 1957. A number of investigations 
have been carried out to develop exoemission dosimeter (EED) [12-20] as shown in the 
Section 2.1. It is recognized that the layer, which is sensitive to the dose of radiation, is 
thinner than that of thermoluminescence dosimeter (TLD) which is commonly used today. 
Therefore, EED is considered tobe more sensitive to measure a-, A and y-rays. However, 
the property of TSE is affected by fabrication process of EED and the pre-treatment of the 
EED devices. Thus, EED device has not been commercially available. On the other 
hand, photo-stimulated xoemission (PSE) has been studied as a non-destructive method for 
detecting surface cracks or defects [21-25]. However, these attempts seem not to be very 
successive. This is mainly because the emission mechanisms of PSE are not fully 
understood and the PSE phenomena c n not be interpreted in detail. 
     In contrast, field-stimulated xoemission (FSE), whichhave been investigated on Al 
surfaces by our research group [26-30], is one of the exoemissions induced by a high electric 
field applied to the specimen surface, and has some characteristic features different from the 
other exoemissions a follows:
D One can deal with the excitation and the emission processes of exoelectrons 
individually because field-stimulated exoelectrons are emitted without the external 
energy like field emission. Therefore, the analysis of FSE is easily achieved 
compared with TSE or PSE. This is the advantage to clarify the exoemission 
mechanism.
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The specimen is a sharp tip in order to apply a high electric field to the surface. 
The tip specimen is also applicable to" field ion microscopy (FIM) and field 
emission microscopy (FEM). Using FIM an FEM, one can obtain the data 
regarding the atomic arrangement and the electronic state at the tip surface with a 
high spatial resolution. Hence, combination of FIM/FEM techniques with FSE 
may allow us to identify the exoemission sites with an atomic resolution.
     The purpose of this study is to identify the exoemission sites and to construct the 
emission model. For this purpose, W (tungsten) was chosen as a specimen because W was 
relatively easily imaged by FIM and FEM. The experimental results are summarized in
chapters 3 - 5. In chapter 3, a fundamental question upon exoemission was investigated; 
whether or not a clean surface liberates FSE ? Since the exoemission from W surface has 
not been reported, FSE from W surface was investigated as the first step of this project. 
Then, the experimental conditions to emit exoelectrons were studied in detail, and the 
possible mission mechanism was proposed finally. 
     In chapter 4, the relationship between FSE and gas adsorption was focused. The 
effects of adsorption of hydrogen, oxygen and water at W surfaces, which has been 
considered tobe one of origins of exoemission, were studied. 
     In chapter 5, the relationship between FSE andsurface imperfection was studied; the 
FSE from the sputtered W surfaces was investigated in order to elucidate the role of surface 
defects. 
     On the other hand, recent improvement i  computational science has made it possible 
to calculate the electronic structures not only for a bulk, but also for a variety of surfaces non-
empirically. On the Si(001) or Si(111) surfaces, the reconstruction mechanism were 
proposed from the results of non-empirical calculations [31,32], and the adsorption site of 
oxygen, which coincides with the experimental result, was also determined [33]. The 
reconstructed surface structures ofthe transition metals uch as W, Mo and Cr were computed 
by the first-principles calculational studies and the results were consistent with those obtained 
experimentally [34,35]. Although many computational studies in the surface science have 
been reported, no computational studies have been made with regard to exoemission. The 
first-principles calculation technique provides the electronic structure of the surface, and it
4
will also be valuable for understanding the origins of exoelectron traps and for constructing 
emission models of exoelectrons. 
     In this study, the first-principles calculation method was applied to the exoemission 
study for the first time. In chapter 6, electronic structures of the clean and oxygen-
adsorbed Al (001) surfaces were calculated by the first-principles calculation using ultrasoft 
pseudopotentials. A possible mission mechanism of exoelectrons from the Al surfaces in 
the early stage of oxidation was proposed based both on the computational results obtained in 
this study and on experimental results reported previously [27]. The electronic structures 
of the Al (001) surfaces with surface defects and steps were also calculated. From the 
computational results, a role of surface detects and steps on FSE from Al tips was discussed. 
     In chapter 7, the experimental nd computational results obtained in thisstudy are 
summarized, and the roadmap to the future research plans is indicated.
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             Chapter 2 
Overview of the Exoemission Phenomena
2.1 Thermally-Stimulated Exoemission 
     The first discovery of thermally-stimulated exoemission (TSE) was reported by 
Mclenann i 1902 [1], which was also the first report on exoemission. He found that he 
emission intensity of electrons from CaF2:Mn, which was irradiated by electron beam, 
indicated a glow curve similar to that of thermoluminescence (TL) while the specimen was 
heated. Thus, TSE signal can be detected by simply heating from the specimen which 
experienced the pre-treatment, such as electron bombardment, X-ray irradiation, mechanical 
deformation a d so on. Because of such a simple detection method of TSE, the TSE 
research occupies a large part of the exoemission studies. 
     The TSE phenomenon was reported on metals, oxides, insulators and semiconductors. 
It was observed by Hieslmair that he TSE glow curves from Al, Cu, Zn and Fe, which were 
activated by X-ray irradiation, showed peaks at 160 and 260 °C for all materials [2]. 
Scharmann also observed the similar glow curve of TSE from fl-ray irradiated Al, and 
concluded that TSE was emitted from the electron-trapping level formed in the oxide layers 
by the /3-ray irradiation [3]. On the other hand, Haxel et al. detected TSE from the abraded 
metals and suggested that he peak position of TSE glow curve depended onthe adsorption 
state of oxygen [4]. Many of these xperimental results uggested that he adsorbed layer 
on the metal surface played acrucial role on TSE. In contrast, i  was reported that he 
phase transitions were accompanied with TSE in the cases of metal alloys uch as Fe-Mn [5] 
and semiconductor surfaces such as Si [6]. Thus, TSE phenomena h ve also been observed 
even without relating to the adsorbed layer. 
     TSE from ionic crystals has been studied by many researchers. Brunsmann [7] and 
Samuelsson [8]observed TSE from LiF. It was also confirmed that he energy of electrons 
from LiF through TSE process depended onthe orientation f crystal plane [9]. TSE from
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NaC1, which was irradiated by electron beam at 100 K, and from NaF [10], were also studied. 
It was concluded from these TSE studies that TSE from ionic crystals was strongly related to 
the color centers formed in the crystals by the pretreatments [11,12]. 
     There have been a number of reports on TSE from metal oxides as well as ion crystals. 
Huzimura observed that the peak of TSE glow curve from MgO was located at 110 °C [13]. 
Regarding TSE from MgO, it was found that he peak position of the TSE glow curve did not 
change in an atmosphere Q-gas and in vacuum of 1.3 x 10"5 Pa [14] and that the intensity of 
the peak was decreased by the pre-annealing treatment at 700 °C in air. Besides the 
investigations of TSE from MgO, the studies on the TSE properties from BeO [15,16] and 
A12O3 [17,18] have also been performed in order to apply TSE to dosimetry. From these 
many researches about TSE from oxides, it is believed that vacancies of oxygen in the oxide 
work for electron traps and TSE is originated from such traps. 
     From the analysis of a glow curve, one can obtain parameters such as the trap level 
energy E, the frequency factor v and so on, which are necessary toclarify the TSE mechanism. 
The theory of TL for a single trap provided by Randall [19,20] has been applied as a basic 
model of TSE. According to this theory, temperature d pendence of TSE intensity (I(T)) 
was expressed by the following equation; 
   I(T)=10 exp -Qf.exp(-E/kT)dT xexp(-E/kT) (2-1) 
where v, /6, T, E and k are the frequency factor, the heating rate, the sample temperature, the 
trap level energy and the Boltzmann's constant, respectively. On the basis of the equation 
(2-1), a variety of methods were proposed for estimating E and v. In the initial rise method, 
E can be calculated from a slope of the straight line in the graph of log(I(T)) versus 1/T. 
The methods to obtain E directly from the peak temperature in TSE glow curve are the 
maximum [21] and the differential analysis [22] methods. Besides these methods, wide 
variety of methods have been proposed; the heating rate method, the half width method 
[23,24], the integral glow curve method [25,26], the asymptotic estimation method [27], the 
curve fitting method [28] and so on. Moreover, there have been some attempts o estimate 
the electron affinity of the solid, which is the difference between vacuum level and 
conduction band, from the peak positions of TSE and TL or TSE [29].
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     In order to explain the emission properties of TSE, a variety of emission models have 
been proposed. The following models were constructed based on the analysis of TSE glow 
curves; 
  • Physico-Chemical Model; Physico-chemical model was proposed by Krylova in 
     1973 [30]. According to this model, adsorbates such as water molecules on a surface 
    are excited, and ions or radicals are formed. When the recombination ccurs, the 
    excess energy is transferred toelectrons to emit. 
  • Trap and Auger Model; Color centers formed in an ionic crystal by the radiation 
    dose act as electron traps. In trap model, electrons are emitted from theelectron 
    traps by the thermal activation process. On the other hand, in Auger model,electrons 
    are liberated by receiving the excess energy when a color center ecombines an 
    electron. 
However, it was reported that the energy of electrons from KC1:Ti through TSE process 
reached several tens eV [31], and the electron emission with such a high energy can not be 
explained by the former two models. The following two models have been proposed to 
explain the high electron energy of TSE: 
  • Patch Field Model; At the oxide surface, the local surface potential is different in 
    location because of its low electric onductivity. Therefore, the electric field induced 
    by such a difference in surface potential accelerates lectrons, and electrons received 
    high energies. This model was proposed by Brunsmann i 1977 [32]. 
  • Space Charge Model; When cracks are introduced in the oxide layer by the 
    deformation or electron beam irradiation, positively and negatively charged areas 
    (space charge areas) are induced at the cracks. The space charge in the crack gives 
    rise to a high electric field, and electrons can be emitted under the effect of such a high 
    electric field [33]. This model can be mostly applied to TSE from the brittle 
    insulator surfaces. 
Huzimura observed that TSE from MgO decreased by the adsorption of Ar or Ne at room 
temperature, and it was supposed that TSE was contributed by a strong electric field induced 
at the oxide surface [34]. This experimental result supports the two models described 
above. 
     Many studies on application of TSE, as well as the fundamental studies, have been
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performed by many research groups. Especially, in the field of radiation dosimetry, it has 
been recognized that he TSE dosimeter ishighly sensitive to fl-, y- and X-rays compared with 
conventional thermoluminescence dosimeter (TLD). The application of TSE to dosimetry 
was proposed firstly by Kramer, and it was demonstrated by Scharmann [35] and Petel [36] 
that BeO TSE dosimeter had a high sensitivity to X- and y-rays. However, the TSE 
dosimeters consisted of BeO [15,16], A1203 [17,18] or Li2B4O7 [37] have a disadvantage in the 
linearity in their properties. Therefore, the investigations to increase the linearity of TSE 
devices are ongoing research topics.
2.2 Photo-Stimulated Exoemission 
     When the light with energy lower than the photoemission threshold of the surface 
illuminates the mechanically damaged surface, a temporal electron emission is sometimes 
observed. This phenomenon is called "Photo-Stimulated Exoemission (PSE)". Veerman 
pointed out in 1969 that there was a clear correlation between cracks formed on Al surface 
and PSE intensity [38]. Figure 2-1 (a) shows the photograph of a crack on Al surface 
formed by fatigue. When this Al surface was scanned by the light beam with diameter of 
several tens of micrometers, the electron emission from the crack was measured even though 
the energy of the light was lower than the work function of the Al surface. Figure 2-1 (b) is 
the results of electron emission from the crack. From the comparison of Figures 2-1 (a) 
and (b), it is obvious that PSE occurs at the surface crack. Therefore, PSE has been utilized 
to a non-destructive m thod to detect cracks or defects on the surface. 
    There have been a number of researches on PSE fromthe metal surfaces undergoing 
mechanical treatments. Baxter observed that PSE intensity was enhanced by the cracks on 
the metal surfaces [39]. Also, PSE took place on a polycrystalline Al surface deformed by 
fatigue, and it has been considered that PSE intensity was related to the density of slip-steps 
on the surface [40]. It was confirmed that PSE intensity was influenced by atmosphere, 
detection methods, deformation or destruction methods and so on, but especially the 
adsorption states of oxygen and thickness of oxide layer formed on the metal surfaces [40]. 
Thus, it has been suggested that oxidation or adsorption plays an important role on PSE
12
          (a) Photograph (b) Exoemission image 
       Figure 2-1 Photograph and exoemission mage on the Al surface with cracks. [38] 
phenomena. The relationship between PSE phenomenon and adsorption of oxygen or 
water has been examined [41-44]. Moreover, it was also reported by Momose et al. that 
PSE was induced by the interaction of organic compounds with the metal surface [45,46]. 
Mori et al. discovered that materials of alloy or adsorbates affected PSE property [47]. It 
was also observed by Mori et al. that the energy distribution of exoelectrons in PSE was 
changed by a small amount of impurities, which could not be detected by X-ray diffraction 
[48]. They proposed PSE as a tool of analyzing the surface structure and the composition 
of the surface. Besides PSE from the surface, investigations on the PSE induced by 
crystallization have been performed by Gorecki et al. [49,50]. They observed that PSE and 
differential thermal analysis (DTA) had the same temperature d pendence, and indicated that 
PSE was more sensitive analysis method to crystallization process than DTA. Recently, it
was also reported that PSE took place on a variety of material surfaces uch as clean 
semiconductor (Si) surfaces. Yamada et al. reported that photoelectrons at cleaved Si(111) 
2x1 surfaces were detected, when the laser with an energy lower than photoemission 
threshold, and concluded that it was originated from the surface states induced by steps on the 
surface [51]. Thus, PSE is sensitive to the surface structure as well as adsorbates, and is
13
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also expected tobe as a new surface analysis method. 
    Many emission mechanisms have beenproposed to explain the PSE phenomena, nd 
are classified roughly into two types of models. One type of the models considers an 
electron trap at the surface, and the other elates the absorption enhancement of light due to 
surface plasmon induced by cracks or defects. The two-process model proposed by 
Shigekawa et al. is one of the former models and it can quantitatively explain the PSE 
properties from scratched Al surfaces [52]. Figure 2-2 shows the concept of the two-
process model. This model assumes that the PSE takes place through the two competing 
processes. One is the photoemission process by which electrons are emitted at a rate of 
a from the trap level, which is considered to be formed in a band gap of aluminum oxides 
[53]. The other is the supplement process of electrons at a rate of 6 from the valence band 
of Al to the trap level, which is considered to be due to the tunneling process or the thermal 
activation process. Shigekawa et al. observed the characteristic property of PSE from Al 
surfaces after scratching, and it was called "storage ffect". The two-process model was 
introduced to explain the storage ffect. Figures 2-3 (a) and (b) illustrate the typical storage
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            Figure 2-3 Storage effect of PSE from the scratched Al surface. [52] 
effect observed after scratching the Al surface. As shown in Figure 2-3 (a), the emission 
current from the scratched Al surface is enhanced temporally at the moment when the light 
started illuminating after the interruption period tt, i.e., Non -Nof in Figure 2-3 (a). 
Moreover, Non - Noff depends trongly on t, as indicated in Figure 2-3 (b). According to 
the two-process model, Non - Not. can be described as a function of tt by solving the rate 
equation as follows: 
    Non - N,, f.= 
a c a So [1- exp(- ~)] (2-2) 
where S0 is a number of total emission sites in a specimen. It can also be reproduced from 
this equation that Non - Noff increases with tt and finally saturates, as shown in Figure 2-3 
(b). Therefore, the parameters a, 8 and So are estimated by fitting the equation (2-2) to the 
experimental result. 
     In contrast, it was confirmed by Buck et al. that he fatigue enhanced the intensity of 
photoelectrons with energies only near Fermi level [54]. Even though the breakup of the 
oxide layer by fatigue had been known to be a principal source of the fatigue-enhanced 
photoemission, it was concluded that he emission mechanism for the PSE observed by Buck 
et al. was not the case. This is because they confirmed that the fatigue nhancement of the 
photoelectron yield occurred from an ion-sputtered surface, that is, oxide-free surface. 
Hence, they proposed the new model to describe the PSE phenomena from Al surfaces
30
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induced by deformation. The model was based upon the slip-step-induced resonant 
absorption of incident p-polarized UV light by the surface plasmons [55]. The calculation 
regarding the absorption rate of the UV light was carried out on the oxidized Al surfaces. 
As a consequent, he absorption enhancement calculated by this model was in good agreement 
with the increase in the photoelectron yield, and could also reproduce the wavelength 
dependence of the fatigue-enhanced emission. 
     On the other hand, an attempto obtain the spatial distribution of the surface damage 
has also been carried out using PSE microscope. Yamamoto observed the PSE images from 
the deformed Al surfaces stimulated by the UV light with energies lower than 4.0 eV and the 
time history of the images [56,57]. Figures 2-4 shows the results. It became clear from 
the comparison of the PSE image with SEM photograph that the bright areas in Figure 2-4 
correspond to the slip-steps formed by the deformation. Therefore, it was concluded that 
the slip-steps were strongly related to the PSE phenomenon. Since the intensity of PSE 
decayed with time, it was also suggested that the freshness of the damage might be correlated 
to the PSE phenomenon. Baxter and Rouse have also investigated the PSE images from the 
deformed metal surfaces [58-60]. They concluded that PSE from the deformed surfaces
Figure 2-4 PSE image from the polycrystalline Al surface with cracks induced by deformation. PSE 
images were taken at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 24 hours after deformation, which are denoted by (a) - (h), 
respectively. [57]
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was attributed to a decrease of work function due to destruction of oxide layer, and the PSE 
intensity was decayed by the re-oxidation of the destructed areas. However, as described 
above, PSE was also observed on the oxide-free Al surface. Thus, it is impossible to 
explain all PSE phenomena by only one model. 
     It is clear from the experimentalresults reviewed above that the cracks or defects on a 
metal surface induce or enhance PSE. Namely, the PSE image from the surface reflects the 
distribution of the surface cracks or defects. Therefore, for the industrial engineering 
purpose, the imaging of PSE is important as a non-destructive testing method to detect surface 
cracks or defects. However, the imaging of the PSE has not been established yet. That is 
the reason why the relationship between PSE properties and states of the surface has not been 
clarified quantitatively. In order to realize such a non-destructive testing method using PSE, 
the cracks or defects on the emitting surface will be identified with higher resolution, and 
quantitative discussions regarding the relationship between PSE and the surface state will be 
required.
2.3 Field-Stimulated Exoemission 
     When a high electric field is applied to a solid surface, an electron emission occurs 
due to the tunneling effect. This phenomenon has been theoretically described by Fowler 
and Nordheim as an electron emission
from the conduction band of metals 
[61]. Robertson pointed out that the 
same type of emission phenomenon 
may be observed for exoelectrons, and 
he called this exoelectron emission as 
field-stimulated exoelectron emission 
(FSE or FSEE) [62]. This 
phenomenon was firstly discovered at 
borosilicate glass surface by Hibbert 
and co-workers [63]. It was reported 
that electron emission took place from
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Figure 2-5 FSE peak before the onset of field emission 
of electrons. [65]
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the active sites on borosilicate glass 
surface where an electric field of about 
5 x 106 V/m was applied. The 
temperature dependence of the 
emission was examined, and it was 
found that energy of only 1.0 eV was 
required for this electron emission. 
They concluded that a model of field-
enhanced thermionic emission 
(Schottky effect) from the emission 
active sites with low work function 
could explain the experimental results. 
borosilicate glass, it was found that a teml 
when the voltage was annhed as a voltag,
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     Robertson suggested in his review 
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Figure 2-6 Storage effect of FSE peak. Increment 
of emission (In) is dependent on the interval of the 
applied voltage pulses (ta). [65] 
Also, according to their further study with 
enhancement of emission current                           was observed 
ep from zero to the operating voltage [64]. It 
ent depended on the turn-off time of the voltage. 
ect of PSE described in Section 2.2. 
paper that it was possible that the emission 
re 'cte t             r si ate 1 b  tak
at the Al surface by Tagawa et al. [65]. They 
observed a small hump of electron emission at 
an applied voltage lower than field emission 
threshold from Al tip surfaces as seen in Figure 
2-5. From a series of experiment using Al 
tips as a specimen, they discovered the 
emission properties of FSE from Al tips as 
follows: 
1) FSE from Al tips indicated storage ffect 
    as shown in Figure 2-6. Therefore, 
   FSE from Al tips would be explained by
O
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Figure 2-7 Total energy distribution of 
exoelectrons from the 99.9999%, 99.999% and 
99.99% pure Al tips. [66]
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    the two-process model [65]. 
2) The energy distribution of exoelectron traps depended on the purity of Al tips as shown 
    in Figure 2-7. These results howed that trap levels of exoelectrons on pureAl tips 
    were formed at 0.2 eV above the Fermi level and the additional traps were attributed to
   the impurities on the tip surfaces [66]. 
3) Oxygen adsorption on Al tip surfaces caused the increase of FSE as shown in Figure 2-8. 
    From the energy distribution of exoelectrons from the oxygen-adsorbed Al surfaces, it
    was concluded that chemisorbed and physisorbed oxygen atoms formed the exoelectron 
    traps at -4.00 eV and -3.62 eV with respect to the vacuum level, respectively [67]. 
4) The FSE intensity decreased with increasing tip temperature in the temperature ange 
    between 300 and 380 K as shown in Figure 2-9, and it recovered after holding thetip at 
    room temperature in UHV. These phenomena were considered tobe due to hydrogen 
    physisorption, which was main component ofresidual gas in UHV [68]. 
     Since FSE was discovered within the last decade, the number of reports regarding FSE 
is limited. This fact would be due to the limitation on the sample used in FSE experiments, 
that is, the sample has to be a sharp tip as described above in order to apply a high electric 
field to the sample surface. Therefore, widely used techniques to analyze a solid surface, 
for example AES (Auger Electron Spectroscopy), XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) 
and so on, can not be applied. However, field ion microscopy (FIM) and field emission
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microscopy (FEM) have been established as a method to evaluate the tip surface. These 
microcopies have an atomic resolution, especially using FIM, the atomic arrangement of the 
tip surface can be observed in a real space. By using FEM, the information on electronic 
structures such as the distribution in work function can be obtained with a extremely high 
resolution. If FIM and FEM are combined to FSE study, it is expected to clarify the spatial 
distribution of FSE, similar to FEM, and to identify the atomic arrangement of the electron-
emitting surface by FIM. Therefore, the relationship between surface state and FSE can be 
discussed quantitatively, and the mechanism of exoemission will be able to be constructed. 
The study on FSE from metals has been performed only with Al surface. If comprehensive 
and detailed investigations regarding FSE from various kinds of metals will be performed, it 
is expected that the exoemission mechanism will be elucidated, and will be a great help to the 
application-oriented exoelectron studies.
2.4 Chemically-Stimulated Exoemission 
     Most of the exoemission phenomena eed the stimulating energy such as heat or light 
to emit electrons, ions and photons. Besides these stimulating energies, the adsorption 
process of electronegative gas also triggers the exoemission phenomena. These emission 
phenomena h ve called "chemically-stimulated exoemission (CSE)", and first discovered by 
Thomson in 1905 [69]. CSE has been considered to be closely related to the non-adiabatic 
gas/surface r action process, and the systematic research as been carried out regarding Mg + 
02 and alkali metals +02 systems. 
     The reactions of oxygen with Mg and MgO lead to the emission of photons as well as 
electrons. Lohff and Raether observed exoemission ofnegative particles from the abraded 
Mg surfaces [70], and concluded that oxygen played an important role of the exoemission 
[71]. Kasemo reported that the light emission, as well as negatively charged particle 
emission, took place during the oxidation of Mg [72]. It was suggested that he variation of 
the work function related to the exoemission of electrons and photons. In the system of 
MgO + 02, exoemission of electrons and photons was also observed, similar to Mg+02
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system. These exoemission pheno-
mena including photons and electrons 
have been explained by the following 
emission mechanisms; 
  1) In the Mg + 02 system; the 
      electrons and photons are 
     emitted by the excess energy 
     (EA - 0) due to the Auger de-
     excitation process of the hole 
     created below the Fermi level 
     (EF) during the reaction(see 
     Figure 2-10) [73]. 
  2) In the MgO + 02 system; the
e' ~
i
~A
Figure 2-10 
illustrate the 
process.
 A simple 
model based
energy 
upon
 level 
Auger
E VAC
F
diagram to 
de-excitation
   excess energy comes from the recombination of F-
      centers, i.e., oxygen vacancies in the oxide, and an electron which receive this excess
     energy are emitted [74]. 
     On the other hand,it has been recognized that the oxidation of alkali metals 
accompanies lectron emission [75-77]. Recently, the investigations regarding exoemission 
from Cs surface, which has the lowest work function among alkali metals, due to 02 exposure 
were reported by Bottcher et al. The results obtained by their systematic experiments were
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reviewed by Greber [78]. Figure 2-11 shows the variation of work function and the 
exoemission intensity as a function of oxygen exposure [77]. From the comparison 
between the work function change and the exoemission i tensity, it was suggested that a 
transformation from peroxide (Cs202) to superoxide (Cs02) gave rise to the exoelectron 
emission. This conclusion was also supported by the experimental findings that 0- species 
as well as electrons were emitted from Cs surface only at the early stage of oxygen exposure 
as shown in Figure 2-12 [79]. During the oxidation of Cs surface, the different oxide 
structures were confirmed by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), high-resolution 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). 
Bottcher et al. indicated that several thermally-activated processes were involved in the 
formation of a Cs oxide layer and that exoemission was a suitable tool for the exploration of 
the kinetics of phase transformations. According to their reports on the exoemission from 
Cs surfaces during oxygen exposure, the emission mechanisms are summarized in Figure 2-
13 and explained as follows: When oxygen molecule approaches to Cs surface, the charge 
transfer takes place between the Cs surface and the oxygen molecule (harpooning process). 
Because the image force lowers the affinity level of the molecule, which resonantly ionizes as 
soon as it crosses the Fermi level [80]. OZ thus formed comes closer to the surface, and 
the harpooning process occurs again. After the second electron transfer (02 --)- 022-), the 
         02 -~ 02 022- 20- ~~ 202-
                                              02-+O'
                                            exo 0- 0 
                      e' exo e'                        e'
Figure 2-13 Model for harpooning and direct dissociation for oxygen accompanying exoemission of 0-
and electrons. [78]
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hot OZ- species bursts into two fragments. If the momentum of one of these fragments, 
O-, is large nough and directed away from the surface, it may escape the Cs surface (0-
emission). The electron affinity of O- will be lowered during approaching thesurface, 
and when the electron affinity dives to the level deeper than the Fermi level of the Cs surface 
the exoelectron emission takes place due to Auger de-excitation process. 
     Thus, exoemission comprises additional information about he kinetics of the 
oxidation process. Therefore, the exoemission of on-adiabatic particles is considered to 
be an excellent probe for the study of adsorption dynamics.
is completed [85]. The emission 
mechanism of the THE from an 
insulator has been proposed as 
follows: A high electric field in
2.5 Tribo- and Fract-Emission 
     When a solid surface is damaged by friction, ithas been recognized that electrons, 
ions and/or photons are emitted from the frictional rea or the surroundings. The schematics 
of these tribological processes accompanying the emission f particles are shown i  Figure 2-
14 [81]. This particle emission phenomenon has been known as a "tribo-emission (TRE)" 
[82,83]. It has been confirmed that THE takes place from any surfaces of insulators, 
semiconductors and metals. The intensity of the THE from an insulator surface is the high, 
while that from a metal surface is
relatively low [84]. 1 
     In the case of THE from the r=te - , 1 
insulator surface, the emission' J r+f 
intensity shows the burst at the 
moment of the starting friction and 
w the emission stops when the friction -
Figure 2-14 Schematic drawings of the particle 
during the tribological process. [81 ]
emission
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the order of 109 V/m is induced in the 
damaged region by friction or the 
surroundings due to charge separation 
[86]. When atmospheric gas 
molecules encounters in to such a high 
electric field, some of the gas 
molecules would be ionized. 
Electrons, ions and photons are thus 
formed, namely, plasma is induced in 
the frictional regions. Therefore, the 
emissions of such electrons, ions 
and/or photons are observed as TRE. 
This model is supported by the fact 
that he pressure of the surrounding gas 
strongly influences the THE property 
[85]. 
     On the other hand, the THE ph 
by the different emission model. Th 
activated by friction. When surrouni 
surface, electrons may be emitted by n 
reaction through CSE process descril 
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Figure 2-15
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Fracto-emission from granite at 10-5 Pa. [89]
 enomenon from the metal surface has been explained 
e adsorbates are removed and a flesh metal surface is 
ding gas molecules react chemically with such a flesh 
receiving the excess energy in the chemical adsorption 
bed in the previous Section 2.4. For example, a 
2 mosphere did not lead to appearance of TRE. In 
contrast, as soon as O2 gas was introduced, the electron emission was promoted rapidly [85]. 
Furthermore, ven when the cutting process was stopped, the electron emission was continued. 
This THE phenomenon can be explained by the model based upon CSE at the flesh surface 
region formed ue to friction [85]. 
     Also, it has been recognized that he deformation orfracture of a solid is accompanied 
by the emissions of electrons, ions, photons, neutral particles and/or electromagnetic 
radiations. This emission phenomenon is called "Fracto-Emission (FRE)" [87,88]. 
Figure 2-15 shows the time response of the charged particle mission and the luminescence in 
the fracture of granite at 10.5 Pa reported by Kawaguchi [89]. Although no particle is
24
detected before the fracture, the emission signal rises at the moment of the fraction. It is 
suggested by Kawaguchi that all the emission would be caused by the bond-breaking due to 
the fracture in the microscopic scale, that is, the energy released irectly by the bond-breaking, 
and the excess energy would be used for the emission of electrons, charged particles and 
photons. 
     Furthermore, similar emission phenomena, but in a large scale, have been reported to 
occur prior to earthquakes, and the investigation to use these phenomena for the earthquake 
forecasts i  performed intensively [90]. Several models of FRE, which is observed before 
earthquake, are proposed as follows: 
    1) Microfracture ofrocks just before an earthquake causes emission of electrons, ions, 
      and photons [91]. 
    2) Large stresson quartz-containing rocks causes piezoelectric currents [92]. 
    3) Heating of rocks by magma leads to TSE [93]. 
However, details of the mechanism have not been clarified yet. The investigations of the 
earthquake forecasts using FRE phenomena are in progress with a great interest.
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        Chapter 3 
Field-Stimulated Exoemission 
     from W Surfaces
3.1 Introduction 
     It has been recognized that exoemission relates to gas adsorption, oxidation, surface 
defects (for example dislocation or vacancy) and so on. Therefore, it has been considered 
that exoemission does not occur on the atomically flat and clean surfaces. Actually, it has 
been reported by several researchers that no exoemission was detected at a clean surface after 
an electron bombardment or abrasion in the UHV environment [1-4]. In contrast, it was 
reported that clean Al surfaces, scratched or ion-sputtered, liberated exoelectrons with 
illuminating the light of a proper energy (PSE) [5-8]. TSE due to a phase transition in age-
hardened Al alloys was also discovered [9]. Therefore, the unified understanding of the 
exoelectrons from clean surfaces has not been obtained. 
     We have examined the emission properties of FSE from Al surface [10-14]. In the 
FSE experiments, the specimen is limited to be a sharp tip because of the necessity of 
applying the high electric field (-109 V/m) to the specimen surface. This limitation 
prevents FSE studies from applying to the well-characterized flat surfaces. However, FIM 
[15] and FEM [16] allow us to characterize the tip surface. These surface characterization 
techniques provide the information on the atomic arrangement of the topmost layer and the 
electronic structure near the Fermi level of the tip surface. By combining FIM and FEM 
with FSE studies, the FSE properties can be analyzed with relating surface defects and 
electronic states of the individual crystal planes with an atomic resolution in real space. 
     In this chapter, the emission property of FSE from W surfaces was studied with an 
atomic resolution using FIM and FEM. Even though the advantages of application of 
FIM/FEM to FSE study are clear, such studies have not been performed with Al tips, because
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of the difficulty. to image Al tips with FIM/FEM. In contrast, W tips have widely been used 
to investigate dynamics or catalysis on the tip surfaces with FIM/FEM. This is the reason 
why the W tip was chosen as a sample in this study. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the principles 
of FEM and FIM are described in detail. In Section 3.4, the experimental apparatus and the 
procedures of sample preparation and of FSE measurement are explained. The 
experimental results on FSE from W surfaces are shown in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. The 
temperature and the applied voltage dependencies of FSE, surface reconstruction of W tip 
surface, the spatial distribution of FSE and the emission mechanism of FSE were also 
discussed.
3.2 Field Emission 
3.2.1 Fowler-Nordheim Theory 
     The field emission, which hasbeen discovered since the early 20th century [17], was 
theoretically established in 1920 by Fowler and Nordheim [18,19]. The Fowler-Nordheim 
theory (F-N theory) provides the theoretical description of electron emission from metal 
surfaces under the presence ofhigh electric field. 
     The potential diagram of the interface between a metal surface and vacuum isshown 
in Figure 3-1. The potential energy of electrons, V(x), as a function of the distance from 
the metal surface, x, is expressed bythe equations (3-1) and (3-2). 
    x < 0 V (X) = -W                                                 (3-1) 
    x > 0 V(x) = -eFx - e (3-2) 
where - WQ , e and F represent the potential energy of the valence band bottom of the metal 
against vacuum level, the electric charge and the field strength, asshown in Figure 3-1. In 
the equation (3-2), terms of - eFx and - e express the effect of the applied field and the 
image potential, respectively.
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  Figure 3-1 Potentialdiagram of the interface between a metal s                                                        and 
of high electric field. 
   The total energy of electron, e, with momentum, P , 
expressed by the equation (3-3); 
    P2 Py P2    s=-+-+-+V(x) 
      2m 2m 2m 
The number of electrons do with energies from s to 8 + dt is based po e 
statistics and expressed by the equation (3-4); 
       2 dPdPydPZ     A = s (3-4) 
        h 
expl C-0 1+l 
Moreover, the number of electrons with P, going through a unit area perpendicular to x-axis 
per unit time is obtained as follows:
e 
     `~fe (B) 
 vacuumunderthe urface 
Py, P    Z and mass of m is 
       (3-3) 
      u n the F rmi
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           = (~ ~ PX 2 dPXdPydPZ    N(W)6(W
           exp( kT )+ 1
              2 ~° dPydPZ (3-5)          =3dwf h         h exp(£kT )+1 
        = 4)unkTlog 1 + exp( kT 0) dW 
where W is represented bythe equation (3-6); 
2 
   W = 2m +V (X) (3-6) 
     The possibility that these electrons transmit the potential barrier (tunneling 
probability) D(W), can be calculated by W. K. B. approximation asshown in the equation 
(3-7); 
    D(W) = exp - rx22 (V(x) -W)dx (3-7)               JX, 
where x, and x2 (x, < x2) are the solutions of the equation V(x) = 0 (0 :work function of 
the metal surface). Therefore, the number of electrons which transmit the potential barrier 
with energies from W to W + dW and the emission current density are provided as the 
equations (3-8) and (3-9); 
   P(W)dW = D(W)N(W)dW (3-8) 
   j= e f P(W )dW (3-9) 
From the equations of (3-1) to (3-9), the emission current density at 0 K can be calculated as 
follows: 
   j 1.54x10-6F2 exp 6.83x10' 03/2 A ) (A/cm2 (3-10     r=oK = - F ) ) 
                    0-ff 
where F and 0 are the field strength (V/cm) and work function (eV), and f, and f2 are 
the correlation functions of F and 0. On applying a few kV to the tip surface, f and f2 
are taken to be 0.8 - 0.9 and 1.02 - 1.03, respectively. When the temperature is not at 0 K, 
the equation (3-11) represents he field emission current density.
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            1+ 6x2.77 x 104F0112 x T • f 2 + ... (3-11)       iT = iT=OK   1 ~ 
However, when the electric field of 4 x 107 (V/cm) is applied to the W surface (work function 
of 4.5 eV), the field emission current densities at 300 K and 1000 K are 1.03 and 1.5 times 
higher than the current density at 0 K. Therefore, the use of equation (3-10) at room 
temperature provides good approximation. 
     In order to providefield emission, it is necessary toapply an electric field in the order 
of 10-9 V/m to the sample surface. Therefore, asharp tip has been used as a sample. The 
strength of the electric field, F, applied to the tip surface is expressed by the following 
equation; 
    F = - (3-12) 
        icR 
where V , R and K represent the applied voltage to the tip, the radius of curvature of the tip 
and the constant (K = 4 - 8 ), respectively. Typical R of the tip used in this study is 10 
100 nm. While the work function 0 remains constant, the graph of ln(i /V2) versus 1 / V , 
which is called F-N plot, gives a straight line according to the equations (3-10) and (3-12). 
One can calculate 0from the slope of the straight line, S(F), as shown in the equation (3-13), 
      S(F) =-6.83KRg3"2 (3-13).
3.2.2 Field Emission Microscopy 
     When a high electricfield is applied to the solid surface, electron emission occurs 
through the tunneling process. Field emission microscope (FEM) is a microscope which 
provides the spatial distribution of work function over the tip surface with a high resolution 
[20]. In the FEM observation, the high electric field of 2 - 5 x 109 V/m is usually applied 
to the solid surface. In order to apply such a high electric field, the sample is finished into 
a sharp tip. The emission current density of field emission reaches as high as 106 to 10' 
A/m2. Electrons emitted from the metal surface are accelerated along with the line of 
electric force, because mass of electron is small. The electrons collide with the phosphor 
screen and then the field emission image, which reflects the electronic structure over the
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surface, can be observed on the screen. 
From Figure 3-2, the magnification of this 
image, M, is represented by the equation 
(3-14), 
    M = d (3-14) 
where 8 is a constant depending on the 
tip/screen configuration and usually to be 1.3 
 2.0. When the radius of curvatureof a 
tip (R) and the distance between tip and 
screen (d) are 50 nm and 10 cm, the 
magnification M is calculated to be one 
million. 
  (The 
Ay,, 
    Ay,, 
r 
P 
respectively.
        resolution of FEM, 8, is defined asa minimum distance (Ayr ) between two 
points on the tip surface an be distinguished on the FEM image (Ay, ) as follows: 
                                                 (3-15)     = (AYE ) _ (AY, ) " M-' -15) 
8 depends on the following factors; 
    1) y- and z-components of the initial velocity of electrons (Ay,) 
    2) diffraction of electrons (Aysa )
   can be calculated from a momentum distrib                                  utionony-zplane bythe equation (3 -16). 
         = 2vpz                                                   (3-16) 
where (vP)2 and                                  velocity                representthemeansquare of electrons on y-z plane and the 
                                        expressed flight tim  of electrons. The (v )2 andz are as the equations(3-17)and(3-18),
electric charge, F : field
 (3-17) 
 (3-18) 
strength, 0: work
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function, m : mass of electron, V : applied voltage, respectively. In contrast, Aysd is led 
by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, and is expressed in equation, 
    Ay, = h (2mAyt) ' z (3-19) 
z From these equations, the broadening of a bright spot on FEM image (Ays) is given as the 
equation (3-20). 
   (AYS )2 = (AY'. )2 + (Ay", )2 + (AYsd )2 
    =M2(Ayt)2 +4(vaYz  +(h)2 h  (AY,)-2r2 (3-20)                              2,z m 
where Aysm indicates the contribution of the magnification to resolution. (ys ),,,u, can be 
, obtained by calculating the lower limit of (Ays )2 as a function of y, 
   (ys )2 = h z- M + 4(vp T z2 (3-21) 
              TC M 
Using the equation (3-21), the resolution of FEM is expressed by the following equation;
        (a) FEM image (b) Stereographic projection 
Figure 3-3 FEM image of the W [0111 tip cleaned by flashing method at 2300 K, 
stereographic rojection f body-centered cubic (b.c.c) lattice with [011] orientation. [21]
and
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   S=(A L = j_izr +4(vp)2z2 -1/2 
      M mnM M 2 
                                                 (3-22)
                 h/32r T1+.-. Zx
              2~x 2m~ /3 eV 
According to this equation, the resolution of FEM can be estimated about 20 A under the 
FEM experimental conditions. 
    Figure 3-3 (a) illustrates the FEM image of the W [110] tip cleaned by the annealing 
treatment a 2300 K [21]. The orientation of crystal plane can be determined by comparing 
the stereographic projection of body-centered cubic shown in Figure 3-3 (b). It is clearly 
observed that the FEM image reflects the distribution of work functions (Table 3-1) over the 
W tip surface.
Table 3-1 Work functions on the individual crystal planes
Crystal plane Work function (eV)
Whole area 4.5
(110) 5.85
(111) 4.41
(112) 4.85
(100) 4.82
(310) 4.31
(210) 4.34
(211) 4.654.88
3.3 Field Ion Microscopy 
 3.3.1 Field Ionization 
     FIM uses a sharp tip as well as FEM, however, polarity of applying voltage is 
opposite othat of FEM. While a positive voltage isapplied to the tip surface, the strength 
of the applied field to the surface isgiven by the equation (3-12), but the direction isopposite
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as shown in Figure 3-4. When a gas atom approaches to the tip surface, the positive 
electric field decreases the energy of an electron at ground state in the gas atom by eFx as 
shown in Figure 3-4. At the distance x = x, where eFx, becomes equal to I - 0 (1 and 
0 are the ionization potential of a gas atom and the work function of a metal), the energy 
level of electron in the gas atom becomes equal to that of Fermi level of a metal surface. In 
the case that the potential barrier between the gas atom and metal surface is thin enough to 
transmit, he electron in the gas atom is transferred tothe metal surface by the tunneling effect, 
and then the gas atom is ionized positively. This ` field ionization' takes place without he 
energy transfer, which is quite different from the other ionization processes uch as 
photoionization r electron bombardment. 
     In the field ionization, the ionization probability (the tunneling probability of electron 
in the gas atom) becomes high when Heisenberg's uncertainty principle satisfies the following 
equation (3-23),
0
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    Ax • (2mE)'12 - h (3-23) 
where Ax and E represent uncertainty ofthe potential barrier position and the barrier height. 
When the distance between the metal surface and the gas atom is shorter than x, the 
potential barrier becomes thinner. However, electron in the gas atom can not be transferred 
to the metal, because the electronic state in the metal is occupied. Therefore, x, is defined 
as a nearest distance of tunneling effect. From the equation (3-23), x, is obtained as 
follows; 
        I-0 
x~ = (3-24).
3.3.2 Field Evaporation 
    The appliedelectric field to the surface may also cause an ionization of a surface atom 
or an adsorbed atom. These ionized atoms are positively charged, so that the ions are 
removed from the surface since the positive voltage is applied to the surface. This 
desorption phenomenon is so-called "field evaporation" or "field desorption". The field 
evaporation is explained by the potential diagram shown in Figure 3-5. The horizontal axes 
indicate the distance between an adatom (A-atom) and substrate atom (M-atom), that is, zero 
in the horizontal axes mean these two atoms touch together. When both of A- and M-atoms 
are electrically neutral, the potential curves for these atoms are represented by the curve 
M + A. The adatom is stable at the position of ro , and then the depth of potential, A, 
corresponds tothe binding energy of these atoms. On the other hand, the curve M- + A+ 
represents he potential curve between M- and A+ ions. The M- + A+ curve is higher 
by I„ - no than M + A, where I„ and 0 are the energy of ionization and work function of 
M . A high electric field, F, applied to the surface influences only for the potential 
M- + A', and lowers energy by neFx at the position with the distance of x. The dotted 
line (M- + A+ )F indicates the potential curve b tween M- and A+ ions under such a igh 
electric field. If F is large enough, both curves of M + A and (M- + A+), cross athe 
position (ro,-A). In the case ofx > ro, the potential curve (M- + A+ )F becomes lower
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     Figure 3-5 Potential diagram between M and A atoms under the presence of a positive high 
     electric field. 
than M +A. This fact means that ion is more stable than atom under the presence of a 
high electric field. When (M- + A'), and M + A curves cross atx < ro, surface tom is 
ionized, feel the repulsive force from the surface, and remove from the surface. Since the 
                                                   n2e2 
potential curve (M- + A+ )F includes thedecrease of due to image potential, the                                     4,re0 (4x) 
condition hat the (M- + A+ )F curve passes thepoint (ro,-A) is 
               n z 2 
    ner0F + e = A + I" - no (3-25). 
           4)reo . 4r0 
From this equation, the field strength required for field evaporation is expressed by the 
following equation; 
    F = A + I, - no - 0.36n2 (3-26).        "
nerd r02
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Table 3-2 summarizes the electric field strength of the field evaporation calculated using the 
equation (3-26) and by the experiments [15]. 
     By applying this technique, a contamination layer on the tip surface can be removed 
without a damage of the substrate region. Hence, field evaporation is used as a surface 
cleaning technique, and is the essential technique of the surface analysis of the outermost 
layer in atom probe.
Table 3-2 Field strength required for field evaporation on a variety of metals. Calculated values are 
obtained from the equation (3-26).
Metal Calculated value Experimental value
(V/nm) (V/nm)
w 55.0 57.0
Mo 45.2 45.0
Fe 31.8 36.0
Ir 50.3 50.0
Pt 44.2 47.5
Au 48.5 35.0
Cu 43.0 30.0
Re 43.4 48.0
Si 31.7 30.0
3.3.3 FIM image 
    In FIM observation, He or Ne is introduced as an imaging as into the FIM observation 
chamber. When a positive high electric field is applied to the tip surface, the He gas atom 
approached to the surface is field-ionized, and the ionized atom flies toward phosphor screen 
faced to the tip as shown in Figure 3-6. However, the field ionization probability shows the 
spatial distribution over the tip surface. Since the strength of the applied field is inversely 
proportional to the tip radius as indicated by the equation (3-12), the applied field 
concentrates at the kink-sites and ledge-sites as shown in Figure 3-7. He atoms are ionized 
at these sites and the bright spots at the screen reflect he distribution of these sites. Figure 
3-8 (a) shows the FIM image of W [110] tip surface. Figure 3-8 (b) is the computer
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Figure 3-6 Principle of imaging in FIM. He is used as a imaging gas.
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Figure 3-7 Atomic arrangement model of the tip surface.
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simulation of the kink- and ledge-sites over the W [110] tip surface. The positions and 
symmetry of each crystal plane and atomic arrangement in the FIM image shows good 
agreement with the computer-simulated r sults. Moreover, since it is known that FIM 
image of W corresponds well to the stereographic projection of body-centered cubic with 
[110] orientation as shown in Figure 3-3 (b), the plane index can also be analyzed by the 
computer simulation. 
     Fieldionized gas atoms have very small energy components normal to line of electric 
force because gas atoms loose their thermal energy by the collision with the tip surface where 
cooled by a He refrigerator. Therefore, the resolution of FIM becomes an atomic order and 
higher than that of FEM. The following equation expresses the spatial resolution [15]; 
                         1/2 1/2 
    (5=p+ 4 /32rh2 +16 /32rkT (3-27) 
              2xemF iceF 
where p, m, k and T are the radius of a gas atom, the mass of a gas atom, Boltzmann's 
constant, and the tip temperature, respectively. From this equation, it is clear that the 
resolution depends greatly upon the tip temperature. When the tip temperature is 20 K, 
FIM can distinguish each atom on { 112} crystal plane of W tip with the radius of 50 nm. 
     From a FIM image with an atomic resolution, the radius of curvature of a tip, R , can 
be obtained by counting the number of net plane rings between (hkl) and (h'k'l') crystal 
planes with the angle of 8. The principle
of this method is shown in Figure 3-9. 
From this figure, R can be calculated by 
the following equation; 
    R = nS (3-28). 
         1-cosh 
This is the most accurate method to 
measure the radius of curvature of the FIM 
tips.
e r
001
(h' k' 1')
I S 
             (hkl ) 
        Principle Figure 3-9 
to determine the radius of curvature ofa tip.
nS
       of the ring counting method
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3.4 Experiments 
3.4.1 Sample Preparation 
    The samples used in this study were finished into a sharp tip in order to apply a high 
electric field to the sample surface. In this study, the tip material was a high purity 
(99.95%) W-wire with a diameter of 60 µm. The W tip was spot-welded on a W-loop with 
a diameter of 200 µm as illustrated in Figure 3-10. One end of the tip was electropolished. 
Figure 3-11 and Table 3-3 show the apparatus and condition for electropolishing. The 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the W tip thus prepared was demonstrated in 
Figure 3-12. Typical radius of curvature of a tip was several tens of nanometers. After 
electropolishing, the W tip was rinsed in ethyl alcohol and introduced into a vacuum chamber 
immediately.
     spot welding
Figure 3-10
      r-_ ::::~/ ~ 
                     W-wire (~=60µm) 
W-Loop (~=200µm) 
The configuration of a W tip used in this study.
Table 3-3 The condition for electropolishing the W tip.
Electrolyte 3% KOH
Voltage DC 0-5V
temperature Room Temp.
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Figure 3-11 The setup for the electropolishing of the W tip 
  Figure 3-12 SEM image of the electropolished W tip.
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3.4.2 Experimental Apparatus 
    The schematics ofthe experimental pparatus ed in this study is illustrated in Figure 
3-13. This apparatus was basically a conventional FIM facility. It consisted of two 
vacuum chambers, i.e., the specimen preparation chamber and the FIM observation chamber. 
The specimen preparation chamber was evacuated by a 150 1/s turbo-molecular pump (TMP) 
and the vacuum pressure reached 2x 10-6 Pa. Also, water vapor could be introduced into 
this chamber through valuable leak valve (VLV). While the FIM observation chamber, in 
which all FIM observations were carried out, was evacuated by a 3001/s TMP, titanium getter 
pump, sputter ion pump and cryo pump. The ultimate pressure of this chamber attains 
lower than 1.6 x 10-8 Pa. In this FIM chamber, the pressure was measured by a cold 
cathode gauge instead of a nude ionization gauge in order to avoid uncertain effect of the 
desorption of gas from the vacuum gauge. Also, He, as an imaging as of FIM, hydrogen 
and oxygen gases can be introduced into the chamber through VLVs. These two chambers
Manipulator
Gate Valve
Transfer Rod
O
TMP
H20
Cryo-mini 
 High Voltage 
  Feedthrough
P, 0 0
VLV  \IMPj 
Viewing Port
                 Ion Pump 
 Specimen 
 Preparation FIM Observation 
  Chamber Chamber
Figure 3-13 Schematics of the experimental apparatus.
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W-tip
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H.V.
Ultra-high
tance meter
H.V.
Figure 3-14 Schematic drawings of the measurement system of FIM/FEM images 
and emission current.
were separated by a gate valve, and the sample could be transferred using a vacuum transfer 
rod without breaking ultra high vacuum (UHV). 
    The systems to observe FIM/FEM image and to measure the emission current are 
illustrated in Figure 3-14. Ions or electrons emitted from the tip surface was amplified by a 
micro channel plate (MCP) and collected by a conductive phosphor screen. FIM or FEM 
images projected to the screen were captured by an electrically-cooled CCD camera nd 
stored in PC. Also, the output current from the screen was recorded by PC with an 
ultrahigh resistance meter as an interface. The tip temperature was cooled down to 50 K by 
the closed-loop He refrigerating system and the tip temperature could be adjustable ranging 
from 50 to 1000 K by a resistive heating of W-loop with AC current. Before the FSE 
experiment, the relationship between heating current and tip temperature was measured using 
a type C thermocouple (W5%Re-W26%Re). The reference curve is shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15 The relationship between the loop current for resistive heating 
and the tip temperature measured by a type C thermocouple.
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Figure 3-16 Voltage history in each run of the FSE experiment. No 
overshoot of the applied voltage is obvious.
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3.4.3 FSE Measurement 
     In this study,atemporal enhancement of emission current due to the storage ffect of 
exoelectrons, which was one of the FSE properties as described in Chapter 2, was used as a 
FSE signal. The measurement of FSE was performed by the following sequence; 
      1) A negative tip voltage was increased gradually until the field emission current 
         reached 3x 10-13 A;
      2) The tip voltagewas kept constant for 30 s and stability of field emission was 
         confirmed; 
      3) The tip voltage was reduced to zero; 
      4) After the voltage interruption(ta)of 30 s, the same tip voltage was reapplied. 
The voltage history during this procedure is shown in Figure 3-16. As is shown in Figure 
3-16, it was confirmed that the reapplied voltage was restored within 200 ms and no 
overshoot was observed.
3.5 FSE from an Ideal W Surface 
     Although there have been reported some investigations on exoemission from clean 
surfaces [1-4], the atomic arrangement of the surfaces was not characterized in these studies. 
Therefore, such a surface is not an ideal surface. In this study, whether or not FSE occurs 
at the ideal W surface (which means a well-ordered clean surface) was investigated. The 
measurements of FSE were performed in the temperatures between 50 and 400 K. Since it 
was reported that the atomic arrangement over the W tip surface was reconstructed due to 
surface diffusion at higher than 500 K [22], the maximum temperature onthe measurements 
was determined to be 400 K. Before the experiment, he W tip surface was evaluated 
sufficiently by FIM and FEM. The W tip in the UHV chamber was cooled down to 50 K 
after the degas treatment at 800 - 900 K for several hours. Then, the tip was cleaned by 
field evaporation under the FIM observation. Figure 3-17 shows the FIM image of the W 
tip surface field-evaporated at 9.9 kV (field evaporation voltage: FEV). The He pressure 
was 1.3 x 10"4 Pa and the applied voltage during the FIM imaging was 8.0 kV (best image
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Figure 3-17 FIM image of an ideal W tip surface (FEV 
=9.9kV,BIV=8.OkV)
Figure 3-18 Corresponding FEM image of an ideal W surface (EV = -630V) 
with Figure 3-18. Dark area at the center of the screen is (011) plane
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voltage: BIV). Few surface defects, for example vacancies, dislocations or adsorbates, 
were observed in the FIM image, and the net plane rings in the image agree well with those in 
computer simulation of the ideal surface of W (Figure 3-8 (b)). It was, therefore, confirmed 
from the FIM image that the W tip surface obtained after the field evaporation was clean and 
an atomic arrangement was also well-ordered. After obtaining an ideal W tip surface, He 
gas was evacuated under the application of FEV to the tip in order to avoid contamination 
the surface. The pressure of the FIM observation chamber was restored lower than 1.6 x 
10"$ Pa, and then FEM observation was performed at 50 K. Figure 3-18 indicates the FEM 
image of a clean W tip surface. It has been recognized that, when W [110] tip surface is 
clean, an FEM image with a two-fold symmetry is observed by FEM [15,21]. Since the 
FEM image of the W tip shown in Figure 3-18 has a two-fold symmetry, it was confirmed that 
the tip surface was kept clean during the FEM observation. In order to perform further 
evaluation of the W tip surface cleaned by the field evaporation, the work function over the 
tip surface was also estimated by the F-N plot described in Section 3.2.1. According to the 
equation (3-13), one can obtain the work function from the radius of curvature of the tip apex, 
R, and the slope of a straight line in the graph ofF-N plot, S(F). The mean value of R and 
S(F) were obtainable from the number of net plane rings in the FIM image indicated by the 
equation (3-28) and from the F-N plot shown in Figure 3-19, respectively. Using 
R = 25.8 nm and S(F) = -8.50 x10', thus obtained, the mean work function ver the W tip 
surface after the field evaporation was calculated to be 4.53 eV. This is in good agreement 
of the mean work function of a clean polycrystalline W surface reported previously [23]. 
From these results, it was concluded that the field-evaporated W tip surface was well-ordered, 
and the cleanliness ofthe tip was maintained during the FEM measurement. 
     The FSE properties from the ideal W tip surface were studied at 50 K. The 
measurements of emission properties from the ideal surface were conducted with the 
interruption period of the applied voltage, t, of 5 to 60 s. The results are shown in Figures 
3-20. The enhancement of emission current due to the storage ffect just after the voltage 
interruption was not observed. In the previous FSE study with Al tips, the emission 
property of FSE indicated atemperature d pendence [13]. Therefore, the FSE properties 
from the W tip, whose surface was cleaned at 50 K, were also examined at tt = 30 s in the
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Figure 3-19 Typical F-N plot of a clean W tip measured at 50 K.
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Figure 3-20 The measurement of FSE from an ideal W surface at t, = 5 - 60 s.
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temperatures up to 400 K. Figures 3-21 (a) - (d) show the results of the experiments at 100, 
200, 300 and 400 K, respectively. It is clear from these figures that no FSE signal was not 
detected inthis temperature range. This result is consistent with the previous experimental 
result measured at 185 K reported in Ref. [24]. From these results, it was concluded that 
FSE does not take place at ideal (clean and well-ordered) W tip surfaces.
3.6 FSE from the Annealed W Surfaces 
3.6.1 FSE from the W Surfaces Annealed at 800 K 
      The surface of a tip can be characterized by FIM and FEM withan atomic resolution 
as demonstrated in the previous section. Although this is one of the characteristic features 
in FSE studies, FIM and FEM can not image the atomic arrangement of all metal surfaces. 
Because W can be imaged relatively easily with FIM and FEM, and a number of 
investigations on adsorption phenomena [25-27], dynamics of surface diffusion [28-30], 
sputtering [31-33] and so on have been carried out with W tip surface in FIM and FEM 
studies. On the other hand, there has been no report on exoemission from W surfaces. 
As the first step of this study, whether o not FSE occurs at W tip surface was investigated. 
     The W tip used in this study was prepared by the field evaporationtechnique at 50 K 
during FIM observation, and then annealed at800 K for 10 s in U14V. After annealing 
treatment, emission properties were measured at 50 and 300 K by the voltage history 
indicated in Figure 3-16. The results are shown in Figure 3-22. The open and filled 
circles represent the results measured at50 and 300 K, respectively. As is seen in the 
Figure 3-22, a transient enhancement of the emission current (1,), which has been considered 
as a FSE signal in FSE studies, was clearly observed at300 K. The FSE signal decays to 
the steady-state level of 3 x 10"13 A within a few tens of seconds which is the contribution f 
the steady-state field emission. In contrast, at 50 K, the emission current immediately 
recovered to 3 x 10"13 A at the moment of reapplication f the tip voltage without any FSE 
signal. 
     In order to confirm reproducibility of the FSE phenomenon bserved at 300 K, the
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same measurement was repeated five times. Figure 3-23 shows the results of the 
measurements. Ip was observed at every moment when the negative high voltage was 
reapplied (60, 120, 180 and 300 s in the abscissa). I, distributed from 6.1 x 1013 to 7.8 x 
10-13 A, and the mean value was 6.8 x 1013 A. Variation of the experimental data was 
within ±10% of its mean value. It was found from these results that he FSE phenomenon 
exhibited a good reproducibility. Also, as is shown in Figure 3-23, neither steady-state 
emission or the peak values of I. current show gradual decrease with the trials. This fact 
suggests hat this phenomenon is independent of the H2 or He positive ions that might be field 
adsorbed uring the FSE observations. 
      The storage effect of FSE from W tips was also studied in this study, and the 
experimental results are indicated in Figure 3-24 (filled circle). In this figure, the 
experimental result on Al tips also is plotted in the same graph (open circle). One finds that 
Ip from W tips keeps almost constant over the interruption period from 5 to 120 s. In 
contrast, Ipfrom Al tips increases with interruption period and reaches the steady-state level at 
6 x 10 -16 A [11]. The minimum interruption period of 5 s was decided considering the cut-
off and rise-up time of the high voltage supply, and it was the minimum interruption period 
that provides reliable result in the experimental setup used in this study. It is, thus, 
concluded that FSE on W tips does not show the storage ffect which is characteristic o the 
FSE interpreted by the two step mechanism, while for Al tip the storage ffect is clearly seen.
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3.6.2 Temperature Dependence of FSE 
     From Figure 3-22, it was obvious that FSE on W tip has a temperature d pendence. 
In order to investigate the detail of the temperature d pendence of FSE phenomenon on W 
tips, the relationship between IP and the tip temperature was examined in the temperature 
range of 150. 450 K. The results are shown in Figure 3-25. As shown in Figure 3-25, 
the FSE intensity shows a summit at 300 K, and disappears atthe temperatures higher than 
450 K or lower than 200 K. The emission properties ofFSE on W tips presented inFigures 
3-22 and 3-25 are similar to those observed in Al tips, i.e., the increase of emission is 
observed at the moment of reapplication of the tip voltage [10], and it decreases with tip 
temperatures higher than 300 K [14]. However, we saw a difference with regard to the 
storage ffect of FSE as described previously, that is, I, from the W tips was independent of 
the interruption period of applied voltage. Since the interruption period dependence is 
essential to the two-process model, which explains FSE phenomenon from Al tips, it is 
necessary to consider new emission model or to modify the two-process model for describing 
the FSE phenomenon  W tips. 
     The variation of average work function over the tip surface was measured at the 
temperatures from 150 to 500 K where FSE intensity changes. According to the equations
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coverage during the experiment was estimated. The assumptions are as follows; (1) the 
residual gas was composed of H2 molecule, (2) the sticking coefficient of H2 on a clean W 
surface at 300 K was 0.24 [34], (3) it took 150 s to complete the experiment after the 
annealing. From this calculation, H2 of 1.5 x 1013 atoms/cm2 adsorbed on the W surface 
when the experiment was completed. The coverage of H2 at the end of the FSE 
measurement was calculated to be as low as 0.01. In such a low coverage, it has been 
reported that he work function of the W surface was not affected by the H2 adsorption [35]. 
Moreover, in order to confirm the contribution of H2 adsorption to the FSE phenomenon, the 
effect of H2 exposures on Ip was examined at 320 K. The experimental result is shown in 
Figure 5-6 in chapter 5. According to the discussion in chapter 5, H2 adsorption tends to 
reduce I.. Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider that FSE on W tips is not affected by 
the H2 adsorption on the tip surface. 
      In contrast, LEED study showed that the surface reconstruction took place on the 
clean W{0011 surfaces (close to W{013}) at the same temperature ange that the work 
function change was observed in this study [36,37]. It was reported that the surface 
structure on W{001} surfaces changed gradually from an ordinary (1 x 1) to c(2 x 2) by 
cooling the surface temperature from 300 K, and c(2 x 2) occupied the entire W{001) 
surfaces at 200 K. The temperature ange where the surface reconstruction ccurs coincides
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with that of the FSE peak (Figure 3-25). It was also reported that this surface reconstruction 
was accompanied with the decrease of work function about 20 meV. Although the estimated 
decrease of work function in this study was somewhat larger than this value (180 meV), 
qualitatively similar work function change was measured inthis study. 
     The LEED studies mentioned above are the experimental results in the absence of an 
electric field. In contrast, FSE is the phenomenon that occurs at the onset of high electric 
field; a transient phenomenon from the absence to the presence of the electric field in the 
order of a few V/nm. The effect of such a high electric field seems to be important to FSE 
phenomenon. Unfortunately not many modern literatures are available on the surface 
reconstruction f W under the presence of high electric field. Even so, Nishigaki et al. 
reported that the c(2 x 2) structure observed after the reconstruction W 100 1 } was caused 
by the field-induced effects [38]. Their FIM study indicated that the reconstruction of
W{001} from ordinary (1 x 1) to c(2 x 2) occurred under the electric field; it occurred at the 
electric field strength of 60% of the evaporation field at 390 K as well as after the field 
evaporation attemperatures higher than 78 K. Also change in work function of W{0131 and 
{012} surfaces at temperatures 78- 400 K has been reported by Wysocki using FEM, and he 
concluded that he work function change was due to surface reconstruction [39]. Moreover, 
the surface reconstruction  11111 faces was also confirmed by Barwinski using scanning 
FEM (SFEM) [46]. Therefore, the surface reconstruction { 111 } faces as well as {013}, 
{012} and {001 }faces may be related to the FSE phenomenon. The relationship between 
the surface reconstruction and the FSE will be clarified from the experimental results of 
FEM/FIM observations. The spatial distribution of is discussed inSection 3.3.6. 
     In the temperature ange between 200 and 300 K, where the surface reconstruction 
occurs, activation energy for movement of surface atoms along to the reconstruction seems to 
be quite low. Actually, almost zero activation energy on the movement of W atoms from (1 
x 1) to c(2 x 2) positions were calculated by the first principle calculation [40,411. 
Moreover, the FEM experiments indicated the reduction of nearly 10% in activation energy 
for self-migration by means of the application of the electric field in the order of 3 - 4 V/nm 
[42,43]. Therefore, it is likely to occur that the temperature-dependent surface 
reconstruction was triggered by the reapplication f the tip voltage (at the moment of onset of 
the electric field). Such phase transitions or structural changes were well-known as one of
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the origins of exoemission [44,45]. Also, unreasonable slow 
behavior (Figure 3-23) may be explained by the gradual 
transformation, forexample from (1 x 1) to c(2 x 2) or vise versa.
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3.6.3 Effect of Annealing Time and Temperature 
     The annealing treatment a 800 K for 10 s ledto FSE as demonstrated in Figure 3-22. 
In order to obtain the FSE properties in detail, dependencies in annealing time and 
temperature were studied. The W tips cleaned by field evaporation at50 K were annealed at 
800 K for 600 and 7200 s. After the annealing treatments, FSE properties were measured at 
temperatures between 50 and 600 K by the method shown in Section 3.4.3. The results of 
the measurements are shown in Figure 3-27. The filled and open circles represent the 
experimental data measured at annealing time of 600 and 7200 s, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 3-27, both of the FSE intensities howed the summit at around 300 K, which are 
similar to that measured at annealing time of 10 s (see in Figure 3-25). Therefore, it is 
concluded that FSE does not depend on the annealing time. 
     The temperature dependence of FSE was also examined with the annealing 
temperatures at 300 to 965 K. In the first stage of this study, W tip was prepared by field 
evaporation. Then, the W tip was kept at 300 K for 60 s, and Ip was measured at the 
temperatures between 100 and 600 K. After the FSE measurement was completed, the 
annealing temperatures were gradually increased up to 965 K, and the FSE properties were 
measured repeatedly. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3-28. No FSE signal 
from the W tips annealed at the temperatures lower than 700 K was detected. However, 
FSE signals were measured at the W tips with the annealing temperatures at 825, 905 and 965 
K. It was obvious from Figure 3-28 that he annealing temperature provides the shift of the 
FSE peak temperature, Tm, toward higher temperature. According to the report by 
Warwinski et al, a pyramid-like protrusion was formed on the (111) face of W tip surface by 
the annealing treatment a higher than 800 K [46]. It was also confirmed that he protrusion 
became sharp as the annealing temperature was increased. Since the annealing temperature 
required for appearance of the pyramid-like protrusion on the W (111) face coincides with that 
of FSE, it is also suggested that he protrusion on (111) face may relate to FSE phenomenon
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from W tips. If so, the shift of Tm would be considered to relate the shape of the protrusion.
3.6.4 Applied Voltage Dependence of FSE 
     The dependence of the applied voltage upon IP was investigated. As the applied 
voltage to the tip becomes higher, electrons can be emitted from the deeper energy level. 
Therefore, it is expected that the investigation f the applied voltage dependence includes the 
information on the energy distribution of exoelectrons. Actually, the energy distribution of 
exoelectrons from Al tips was estimated from the applied voltage dependence of FSE [12,13]. 
     The W tip used in this study was cleaned at 50 K by field evaporation, and annealed at 
860 K for 600 s. Before the measurement of the applied voltage dependence, the FSE 
signals, IP, from the annealed W tip surface was confirmed in the temperatures from 50 to 600 
K. Figure 3-29 shows the result of the measurements. As is indicated in Figure 3-29, IP 
was observed at the temperatures between 250 and 450 K, and IP has the summit at around 
350 K. This result was consistent with those in previous experiment (Figures 3-25 and 3-
27). The negative voltage in the same time history was applied as shown in Figure 3-16, 
and the applied voltage was changed from -300 to -600 V. When the voltages higher than -
600 V were applied to the tip, out gas from the phosphor screen caused significant increase of 
the pressure in the FIM chamber. The result of applied voltage dependence of IP is 
indicated in Figure 3-30. Open and filled circles represent IPand steady-state fi ld emission 
current, respectively. The field emission current (filled circles) increased rapidly with 
increasing the applied voltage, as expected by the equation (3-29). In contrast, although the 
similar increase of IP was obvious in the applied voltages lower than -450 V, difference in the 
rate of increase was observed in the applied voltage range higher than -500 V. It is found 
that IP has different applied voltage dependence from stationary field emission, as well as 
temperature dependence described in Section 3.6.2. These preliminary data show the 
possibility of contribution of surface lectronic states of W tips, which will not contribute to 
the steady-state field emission. Therefore, it would be necessary to propose the new 
emission model including change in surface states or surface electronic state due to the 
dynamics of movement ofsurface atoms for explaining the FSE phenomena from W tips.
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3.6.5 Surface Reconstruction under High Electric Field 
     It was proved in Section 3.6.2 that the annealing treatment at the field-evaporated W 
tip surface led to the appearance of FSE. Also it was proposed that the changes of the 
surface structure on (031) or (111), as described in Sections 3.6.2 - 3.6.3 may relate to the 
FSE phenomenon. Therefore, in this section, the surface structural change induced by the 
annealing treatment and by the observation temperature w re identified by FIM and FEM. 
     Prior to the FIM and FEM observations, the emission property from the W tip was 
confirmed. The W tip was prepared by field evaporation during FIM observation, and 
annealed at 880 K for 600 s. After the annealing treatment, FSE from the W tip was 
measured by the method escribed in Section 3.4.3 at temperatures from 50 to 550 K. The 
result is indicated in Figure 3-31. Filled and open circles represent the FSE intensity, IP, 
and the relative work function change q/O5ox, respectively. The FSE property and the 
work function change with the tip temperature are consistent with the results shown in 
Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. In order to characterize the surface structure of this W tip, the 
FIM and FEM observations are carried out. 
     Figures 3-32 (a) and (b) showthe corresponding FIM and FEM images. The FIM 
image was taken at 50 K with BIV of 4.9 kV after field evaporation atFEV of 5.8 kV. In
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Figure 3-31 Temperature dependencies of IP and the relative work function on 
the W tip surface after annealing at 880 K for 600 s.
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the FIM image (Figure 3-32 (a)), remarkable defects are not observed, and it is found that he 
atomic arrangement of the surface is well-ordered. The FEM image (Figure 3-32 (b)) was 
imaged at 50 K by applying the emission voltage (EV) of -314.1 V after the FIM observation. 
Since the FEM image shows a two-fold symmetry, it is also confirmed that the tip surface 
remains clean. This clean W tip was annealed at 880 K for 600 s, and the FEM observation 
of the tip surface followed at 50 K again. Even when the same EV of -341.4 V was applied 
to the tip, the FEM image did not appear. This.fact clearly suggested that the tip apex 
became blunt. The EV was increased until FEM image appeared, and Figure 3-33 (a) was 
observed at 50 K with EV of -448.6 V. In this FEM image, the bright area with a three-fold 
symmetric structure appeared at the W (111) face. Note that only one (111) face was 
obvious in Figure 3-33. Barwinski et al. reported the reconstruction f the 11111 faces on 
the W tip with the scanning FEM [39]. According to their report, after annealing the clean 
W tip at higher than 800 K for 30 s, the structure which showed three-fold symmetry arose on 
the { 1111 faces. It is considered that the similar phenomenon was observed in present 
study. 
     As the tip temperature increased, the change of the surface structure was observed by 
FEM. Figures 3-33 (b), (c) and (d) show the FEM images taken at 225, 440 and 630 K 
with applying the same EV of -448.6 V, respectively. The intensity of the FEM image 
seems to decrease at temperatures between 225 and 440 K, although all the FEM images keep 
the same three-fold symmetry. In order to clarify a temperature d pendence of the intensity, 
the intensities along the cross sections denoted by the lines of X-X' and Y-Y' in Figure 3-33 
(a) were measured. The measurement was made by counting the emission intensity in 
every pixel of CCD device on the line. Figures 3-34 (a) and (b) show a temperature 
dependence of the signal intensities inthe CCD pixels along the X-X' and Y-Y' cross sections, 
respectively. The intensity at the W (111) did not change remarkably in the temperature 
range between 50 and 225 K, while it decreased rapidly at temperatures between 225 and 440 
K. Moreover, the intensity of the FEM image kept constant at the tip temperatures higher 
than 440 K. This temperature d pendence of the FEM intensity is in a good agreement 
with that of the applied voltage which is required for the emission current of 3 x 10"13 A (open 
circle in Figure 3-31). 
     Furthermore, the W tip surface, which was expected to have a pyramid protrusion, was
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(a) pyramid structure of the (111) plane.
I st 2nd 3rd 4th
(b) atomic arrangement in the pyramid structure.
Figure 3-36 The model of the pyramid structure on (111) induced by the annealing treatment.
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directly characterized byFIM. The results of the FIM observations are shown in Figure 3-
35 (a) - (d). After the annealing treatment ofthe W tip was carried out at 880 K for 600 s, 
the tip temperature was cooled down to 50 K during FIM observation. As the positive 
applied voltage to the tip for field evaporation was increasing, the single bright spot appeared 
at first at a center of the (111) face, and the three-fold symmetric structure became visible (see 
Figure 3-35 (a)). This single bright spot means that he single-atom exists at the top of the 
(111) face. After the single atom was field-evaporated, the triangle structure consisted of 
three atoms was observed (not shown). By further field evaporation, the structure with 
seven atoms was obvious at the (111) face (see Figure 3-35 (b)). The recovery process to 
well-ordered atomic arrangement is shown in Figure 3-35 (c) and (d). From the FIM 
observations, it was concluded that the pyramid protrusion (Figure 3-36 (a)), in which 
structure was shown in Figure 3-36 (b), was formed at the (111) face due to the annealing 
treatment. Moreover, from FEM observations (Figure 3-33) and the change of the FE 
intensity on { 1111 faces (Figure 3-34), it is also considered that the height of the protrusion is
rapidly lowered at the temperatures from 225 to 440 K.
3.6.6 Spatial Distribution of FSE 
     It was proposed in Sections 3.6.2 - 3.6.3 that the FSE from W tips with the annealing 
treatment higher than 800 K was related to the surface reconstruction. Also, in Section 
3.6.5, the pyramid protrusion on (111) face of the W tip surface was confirmed after the 
annealing treatment. One of the characteristic features of FSE is that the spatial 
distribution of the FSE can be obtained using FEM as described in Section 2.3. Therefore, 
in this section, the spatial distribution of the FSE from W tips was measured. 
     Figure 3-37 shows the FIM image of the field-evaporated clean W tip used in this 
study. FEV and BIV were 6.5 and 5.5 kV, respectively. Then, the clean W tip was 
annealed at 800 K for 600 s. After the annealing treatment, the FEM image of the W tip 
was taken at 50 K with the negative voltage of -401.6 V (Figure 3-38). From the 
comparison of the FEM image with the FIM image shown in Figure 3-38, it was found that 
the bright area in Figure 3-38 was seen on the { 111 } face. This is because of the surface 
reconstruction at { 111 } by the annealing treatment as described in the previous Section 3.6.5.
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Figure 3-37 FIM image of the ideal W tip surface. (FEV=6.5kV, BIV=5.5kV)
Figure 3-38 Corresponding FEM image of the W tip shown in Figure 3-37. (EV = -401.6V)
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Figure 3-39 The time history of the applied voltage; the method to observe FE- and 
FS- images. FSE-image was obtained by subtracting FE-image from FS-image.
The spatial distribution of the FSE from this W tip surface was measured with the temperature 
range between 50 and 800 K. The same negative voltage of -401.6 V was applied to the tip 
in the time history shown in Figure 3-39 at every measuring temperature. The field 
emission (FE) and FSE + FE images were taken at the time denoted by A and B in Figure 3-39, 
and labeled "FE-image" and "FS-image", respectively. If the FSE occurs on the W tip 
surface, one can obtain the "FSE-image" by subtracting the FE-image from the FS-image. 
Since both of the images were captured by the electronically cooled CCD-camera, such a 
subtraction process can be carried out numerically. The temperature d pendencies of FSE-
and FE-images, thus obtained, were examined at temperatures between 50 and 800 K. 
Figure 3-40 shows the experimental result measured at temperatures between 50 and 500 K. 
Filled and open circles represent the total intensities of the FSE- and the FE-images thus 
calculated. The total intensity of FE-image decreased rapidly in the temperature b tween 
200 and 330 K, and kept constant at higher than 330 K. This tendency of the total FE 
intensities reflects the variation of work function shown in Figure 3-26. Also, it is found 
that he FSE intensity showed the summit at around 300 K, which is in good agreement. with 
the result on FSE current, I, , indicated in Figure 3-25. From these results obtained by FE-
and FSE-images in Figure 3-40, it was confirmed that FSE measured by the CCD device and
78
Figure 3-40 Temperature dependence of total FSE- an 
from the annealed W tip.
d FE-image intensities
Figure 3-41 The division of the FSE images into nine areas. The intensity 
from each area was measured separately.
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showed the same emission properties as described in Section 3.6.2. In order to analyze the 
spatial distribution of FSE in detail, each FSE-image was divided into nine areas as illustrated 
in Figure 3-41, and every area was labeled "area 1" - "area 9". Figures 3-42 (a), (b) and 
(c) show the temperature d pendence of local FSE intensities at areas 1 - 3, 4 - 6 and 7 - 9, 
respectively. It is obvious from Figures 3-42 (a) - (c) that all emission properties of FSE 
measured locally indicated the similar temperature dependence, that is, all the local FSE 
intensities have a peak at around 300 K. However, the strongest FSE signals were observed 
in area 6 as is shown in Figure 3-42 (b), and the local FSE intensity of area 6 at around 300 K 
is 6. 100 times higher than those of the other areas. The second strongest FSE intensity 
was detected at the areas 4, 7 and 9. By the comparison between Figure 3-37 (FIM image) 
and Figure 3-41, it is recognized that area 6 involves (111) face, and its surroundings are 
included in areas 4, 7 and 9 as well as area 6. Actually, local FSE intensity from area 4 
and 6 (from { 111 } faces) measured was 75 % of total. FSE intensity. Moreover, the sum of 
the local FSE intensities from area 4, 6, 7 and 9 reaches 94 % of the total FSE intensity. 
Hence, it is concluded that FSE from (111) face and its surroundings overn the total FSE 
from the W tip surface at 300 K after the annealing treatment. In the previous Section 3.6.5, 
it was indicated that the pyramid protrusion was formed on the (111) face of the clean W tip 
surface due to the annealing treatment at 800 K. Therefore, the relationship between FSE 
and the surface reconstruction at {111) faces was strongly suspected. However, the FSE 
intensity from area 2 is much lower than that of area 6, but clearly higher than its 
surroundings of areas 1, 3 and 5. Since area 2 involves (031) and (001) faces, there still be 
a possibility that FSE is also accompanied by the structural transformation of p(lxl) H 
c(2x2) on (001) as proposed in Section 3.6.2.
3.6.7 Probable Emission Mechanism 
     From the discussion in the previous Section 3.6.6, it was clear that the pyramid 
protrusions were formed on { 111 } faces of the annealed W tip, and the reconstruction f such 
a protrusion was strongly related to FSE phenomenon from the W tip surfaces. The 
electronic structure of the surface depends strongly on the atomic arrangement of the surface. 
Therefore, the pyramid protrusion may induce the characteristic electronic structure.
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Unfortunately, an electron energy spectrometer was not equipped with the experimental 
facility used in this study, and the electronic structure in the protrusion can not be measured 
directly. Binh et al. reported that he electronic structures both of macroscopic tips and of 
single-atom protrusion formed on a W <111> single crystal by using field-emission electron 
spectroscopy (FEES) [47]. Note that he "macroscopic tip" means the clean W tip prepared 
in the UHV chamber at -3200K, and the "single-atom tip" does the nanoscale protrusion, 
which is ended by a single atom, formed by field-surface melting technique on the 
macroscopic tip surface. The total energy distribution (TED) spectra from (111) face of the 
macroscopic tip and of the single-atom tip are referred in Figures 3-43 (a) and (b). V,,r 
indicates the applied voltage to the tip required for field emission during the measurement of 
TED. From the comparison between the TEDs shown in Figures 3-43 (a) and (b), it is 
obvious that the new peak labeled "Peak b" in Figure 3-43 (b) appears at 1.1 eV lower than 
Fermi level (EF) in the TED spectrum of the single-atom tip. They interpreted the presence 
of these peaks, which is called "b peak" in the following discussion, was due to the surface 
resonance bands localized at the topmost atom of the protrusion. 
    As is shown in Figure 3-22, FSE signal, Ip, was triggered by applying a negative high 
electric field. It was reported that such a high electric field reduced the potential barrier for 
surface diffusion [48] and gave rise to the field-induced compressive force [15]. According 
to the discussion in the Section 3.6.5, it was observed that the pyramid protrusion was formed 
on { 1111 faces of W tip surface by annealing at 800 K and the height of the protrusion was 
lowered when the temperature increased from 150 to 450 K. Both of the increase in the 
temperature and of the application of the high electric field provide the reduction of potential 
barrier equired for surface diffusion. Therefore, it is supposed that the height of the 
protrusion with the electric field would be easier to be lowered without he electric field. 
     It is considered that the intensity of the additional peak in TED spectrum, "b pear", 
shown in Figure 3-43 depends on the height of the pyramid protrusion, that is, the intensity of 
"b peak" becomes higher
, as the protrusion is shaper. The contribution of the "b peak" to 
FSE was proposed and is explained in Figure 3-44. The "b peak" heights during steady-
state field emission (region A in Figure 3-44) and without a high electric field (region B) are 
defined as Hf and Ho, respectively. Note that Ho>Hf, because it was proposed in Section 
3.6.5 that the high electric field applied to the tip surface lowered the height of the pyramid
82
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protrusion formed on (111) face. Therefore, Ip observed at the moment of application of tip 
voltage (point D) would cause the difference of "b peak" between Ho and Hf. When the 
high electric field is applied to the surface at point D, the structural transformation f the 
pyramid protrusion is considered to be triggered. At region C, since the height of the 
protrusion is lowered gradually by the surface diffusion of W atoms due to the high electric 
field, Ho decreases to Hf and hence emission current would be decayed. Namely, the slow 
decay of Ip in region C reflects the reconstruction process of the pyramid protrusion formed 
on (111) face. 
     Based upon this emission model, the temperature d pendence of the FSE described in 
Section 3.6.2 would be explained as follows: In order to apply this emission mechanism to
the FSE phenomenon  the W tips, it is essential that the high electric field applied to the tip 
surface triggers the surface diffusion of W atoms. As discussed in Section 3.6.2 and 3.6.5, 
the thermally-activated structural transformation the W tip surface, which was annealed at 
800 K, took place at the temperatures between 200 and 400 K. This was proved by the fact 
that the potential barrier for surface diffusion of W atoms is quite low in this temperature 
range. Therefore, the high electric field applied to the surface assists the surface diffusion 
phenomenon, and Ip would be observed ue to the field-triggered surface diffusion at the 
temperatures between 200 and 400 K. Thus, the temperature d pendence of FSE from the 
W tip observed in this study can be explained qualitatively by the emission model proposed 
here. However, the applied voltage dependence described in Section 3.6.4 and the 
annealing temperature d pendence in Section 3.6.3 have not been interpreted by this model. 
Moreover, the quantitative discussion regarding the FSE phenomenon, aswell as the driving 
force of forming the pyramid structures at300 K without electric field, has not been clarified 
in this study. In order to construct a concrete model of the FSE, further investigation will 
be needed in future.
3.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the FSE properties from W tip surfaces were investigated using FIM
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and FEM. 
   1) 
   2) 
   3) 
   4)
5)
Moreover, 
following
6)
7)
8)
9)
  The experimental results on the FSE current, In, were summarized as follows: 
FSE did not take place at an ideal W surface. 
The annealing treatment 800 K to the ideal W tip caused FSE. 
The FSE intensity showed temperature d pendence. 
The temperature d pendence of FSE was independent of the annealing time, while 
it depended on the annealing temperature. 
FSE showed the different applied voltage dependence from the steady-state fi ld 
emission. 
the application of FIM and FEM technique to the FSE study provided the 
results: 
On the { 111 } crystal planes of the W tip, a pyramid protrusion was formed by the 
annealing treatment a 800 K. 
The structural transformation f such a protrusion at the temperatures between 200 
and 400 K was estimated by FEM. 
The strong FSE signal from the (111) face, where the pyramid protrusions were 
expected, was identified by the FSE-image captured by CCD device. 
The. emission mechanism based upon such a structural transformation was 
proposed, and the temperature dependence of FSE was succeeded to explain 
qualitatively.
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Chapter 4
Field-Stimulated Exoemission 
from the Sputtered W Surface
4.1 Introduction 
     A surface defect has been considered to be one of the origins of exoemission. There 
have been a number of researches regarding TSE from the surface with such a defect. 
However, the quantitative relationship between the amount of surface defects and the 
exoemission intensity has not been clarified yet on TSE. Moreover, exoemission site has 
not been also identified. On the other hand, in the FSE experiments, the surface of a tip 
used as a sample can be characterized by FIM with an atomic resolution. 
     In this study, a W tip, which can be relatively easily imaged by FIM, was used as a 
sample of FSE study in order to elucidate a relationship between surface defects and FSE 
quantitatively. The introduction of surface defect was conducted by the ion bombardment 
with cathode sputtering technique. The controllability of the defect formation on the 
cathode sputtering is suitable for the FSE research. The presence of threshold energy of 
impinging ions to show FSE from the W tip surface was confirmed, and the relationship 
between FSE and the sputtering of the surface atoms are discussed.
4.2 Cathode Sputtering 
     A cathode sputtering is one of the methods of low-energy ion bombardment, and has 
been applied to the field emission studies. Before FEM was invented, Muller had already 
established the cathode sputtering method and investigated its effect when the field emitter
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was operated in a gas environment [1]. Also, there have been a number of reports 
regarding defect formation on a tip surface by the cathode sputtering with the energies from 
several hundreds eV to several keV. [2-4]. In the cathode sputtering, although the sample is 
restricted to a sharp tip, any kinds of gas can be used as a sputtering gas and the energy of the 
incident ions can be changed widely by adjusting the applied voltage to the sample. 
Moreover, FIM has been established as a method to evaluate the tip surface with an atomic 
resolution, as is discussed in Section 3.3. Therefore, the defects formed on the tip surface 
by the cathode sputtering can be characterized byFIM observation. 
     A principle of the cathode sputtering is shown in Figure 4-1. The vacuum chamber, 
in which a tip was installed, is evacuated up to UHV, and a desired sputtering as is 
introduced into the UHV chamber. The negative high voltage is applied to the tip, and then 
electrons are emitted from the tip surface toward the anode screen. Since the mean free
   He
     e-
 He
tip/ 
                     I-=I 
    Field Emission
Figure 4-1 Schematics of t]
so
tip 
0 
     NA 
  Cathode Sputtering
chematics f he cathode sputtering process. He gas is used as a sputtering gas
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path in the chamber is smaller than the distance between the tip and screen, the collisions of 
field-emitted electrons with gas atoms are expected to occur. When the electron energy of 
the field-emitted electrons reaches aseveral hundreds eV, gas atoms are positively ionized due 
to the electron impact ionization. Such positive ions are attracted by the electric field to the 
tip, and bombard the tip surface. 
     The ion dose and ion energy of the cathode sputtering are estimated as follows: 
Walls et al. reported that he ion current could be estimated by using the field emission current 
IF, the path length of the electrons L, and the ionization probability of the gas species U[5]. 
According to their reports, the number of incident ions per unit time and area onto the tip 
during the cathode sputtering, n is expressed by the following equation; 
  n = Ie .La( 73)P (4-1) 
where T, P and e are the gas temperature, the partial pressure of sputtering as and the 
elementary electric harge, respectively. In this calculation, all of the ions are considered to
be collected by the tip. However, Dranava et al. [6] pointed out that the fraction of ions 
impinging on the tip surface was given by (3 /7),8zr 2 f13' where 8 and r are the constant d 
the radius of curvature of tip apex, respectively. In this study, both equations are taken into 
account with the constants of cr =10-3 [7], L = 5cm, P = 1.3 x 10-2 Pa, 
f3 = 2.3 x 104 cm-413 [6] and r = 30nm . Using these values, the ion dose, N, per unit area 
of the tip surface is expressed; 
    N=1.2x10"IFt (4-2) 
where t represents he sputtering time in seconds. 
     The energy distribution of incident ions in the cathode sputtering attributes to the 
potential difference between the space where ions are formed and the tip surface. However, 
since high electric field is limited only at the area close to tip surface in the case of tip-screen 
configuration, it is considered that the average incident energy of ions are close to the tip 
voltage. Therefore, in this study, the voltage applied to the tip was used as the impinging 
energy of the sputtering ions.
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4.3 Experiments 
     The experimental pparatus used in this study is shown in Figure 4-2, and this is a 
similar facility described in Section 3.4.2. The FIM/FEM observation chamber was 
evacuated by a turbo molecular pump, a titanium getter pump, an ion pump and a cryo pump. 
The ultimate pressure in the chamber attained to an order of 10-8 Pa. The measurement 
systems of emission current or FIM/FEM images were the same of those described in Section 
3.4.2. The tip was cooled down to 185 K when liquid nitrogen was poured into the cold 
finger. A 99.95 % W-wire was used as a sample. The sample preparation followed the 
procedure described in Section 3.4.1. The cleaning of W tip surface was performed by field 
evaporation during the FIM observation. After the cleaning treatment, W tip surface was 
bombarded by low-energy He' ions. The ion bombardment over the tip surface was 
conducted using the cathode sputtering technique, and the detail of the sputtering is described 
below. 
    1) The pressure in the UHV chamber was confirmed to be lower than 108 Pa. 
   2) He gas, which was used as a sputtering gas, was introduced throughvariable leak
Liq.Nitrogen 
     Bellows Joint
H. V.
H, H
f4
tip
IH. V.
MCP
1- Screen
1
Window
    Camera
To Vacuum Ammeter -4 Computer
Figure 4-2 Schematics of the experimental facility used in this study.
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       valve (VLV) into the UHV chamber at a partial pressure of 1.3 x 10"2 Pa. 
   3) A proper negative voltage was applied to the tip and the cathodesputtering was 
       carried out for 180 s. 
   4) As soon as the cathode sputtering was completed, He gas was evacuated and the 
        pressure of the chamber was recovered to an order of 10"$ Pa. 
     FSE signal was detected by measuring the temporal enhancement of the emission 
current (I,), as described in Section 3.4.3. Note that the difference of the experimental 
procedure was that a steady-state emission current was taken to be not 3 x 10-13 A, but 5 x 10-
" A. This is because the sensitivity of the current detection system used in this study is 
lower than that described in Section 3.4.
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Effect of He Exposure on FSE 
     As described in the previous section,the cathode sputtering of a W tip surface in this 
study was carried out at 185 K in He gas atmosphere. Therefore, some He atoms, which 
are not ionized, would be adsorbed on the W surface because the tip was cooled own to 185 
K. Since a gas adsorption the metal surface has been considered asone of the origins of 
exoemission, the effect of He adsorption over the W tip surface on the FSE property was 
examined. The W tip was exposed toHe gas with a partial pressure of 1.3 x 10"2 Pa for 180 
s after the cleaning by field evaporation, which was the same condition as the cathode 
sputtering (see Section 4.3). Before the FSE measurement, He gas introduced into the 
UHV chamber was analyzed by the quadrupole mass spectroscopy (QMS). In order to 
avoid any damages of the filament attached in QMS, the measurement was carried out in the 
He gas atmosphere with a pressure of 1.3 x 10-3 Pa. The result is shown in Figure 4-3. 
No impurity in the He gas was detected. The FSE measurements were conducted before 
the He exposure, immediately after the He exposure, 1 hour and 2 hours after the He 
exposures. Figure 4-4 indicates the result of this experiment. The same measurements 
were repeated three times. The mean value and dispersion f the measured Ip are shown by
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symbols and error bars, respectively. From the Figure 4-4, it was found that IP 
due to He exposure during the cathode sputtering process was lower than 1.5 x 10
from W tips 
-11 A
.
4.4.2 Incident Energy Dependence 
     The dependence of incidentenergies of He' ions upon Ip was examined. In this 
measurement, the enhancement of emission due to the He exposure of 1.5 x 10"11 A (see 
Figure 4-4) was subtracted from the FSE signal of ion-bombarded surfaces. The FSE 
intensities from the clean and the ion-bombarded W tip surfaces were measured, and the 
difference in FSE intensities was considered tobe FSE. The results are shown in Figure 4-
5. The measurements were repeated three times, and the mean values and dispersions of 
the collected ata are represented by the symbols and error bars in the graph. IP kept 
constant value of about I x 10"11 A until the incident energy of He' ions reached 500 eV. 
Since these IP values were lower than that measured after He exposure, which was considered 
to be background level as described in Section 4.4.1, it was concluded that no FSE was 
detected at the incident energies from 390 to 500 eV In contrast, aclear FSE signal IP was 
observed and it increased with the incident energies of He} ions higher than 500 eV. When 
an ion with incident energy of E collides to a surface atom, maximum energy (E), which can 
be transferred from the incident ion to the surface atom, is provided by the following equation 
[8]; 
    E, = 4EMm I(M + m)2 (4-3) 
where m and M are the mass of the incident ion and the surface atom, respectively. 
According to the equation (4-3), the incident energy E of He ions of 500 eV, which 
corresponds to the threshold of appearance of FSE, can transfer the energy of 41.6 eV to the 
surface W atom. The maximum energy transferred tothe W atoms from the He' ions with 
the energy of 500 eV is very close to the sputtering threshold of the W atom which was 
reported to be 40 eV [9]. Actually, it was confirmed in this experiment that he vacancies at 
the W tip surface were created after the He' ion bombardment with the incident energy of 550 
eV. The fact that FSE was observed ue to the ion bombardment with an incident energy 
slightly higher than that required for the vacancy formation suggests hat he FSE from W tips
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is related to the distortion of the atomic 
arrangements of W surface. 
     In this experiment, the He' ion 
dose of the ion bombardment at the 
energies lower than 500 eV, in which 
FSE was not observed, was estimated to 
be 1.4 x 1013 ions/cm2 from the equation 
(4-2). In contrast, the He' ion dose of 
1.2 x 1010 ions/cm2 was introduced to the 
W tip surface with the incident energies 
from 500 to 570 eV. This is because 
the W tip surfaces were heavily damaged 
500 eV. These experimental results c
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4.4.3 Decay of FSE 
     It has been recognized that the intensity of PSE from a mechanically damaged metal 
surface decayed with time in the range of a few hours to several tens hours [10-13]. In this 
study, the history of FSE intensities after the ion bombardment was also investigated. The 
measurements of FSE were made at 0, 60 and 120 s after He' ion bombardment with the 
incident energies of 390 and 560 eV at 185 K. The experimental results are shown in 
Figure 4-6. The filled and open circles indicate the results obtained from the ion-
bombarded surfaces with the incident energies of 390 and 560 eV, respectively. The 
symbols and error bars in the graph show the mean values and dispersions of the data 
measured by the experiments repeated three times, respectively. Also, the time history of 
FSE from the W surface xposed to He gas atmosphere shown in Figure 4-4 is superimposed 
in Figure 4-6 and represented byfilled triangles. A clear FSE signal IF was not detected on 
the W surface ion-bombarded at 390 eV as well as the W surface without the ion 
bombardment. However, Ip from the W surface bombarded by He ions with the incident 
energy of 560 eV was remarkable and decayed slowly with time. It was confirmed that
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Figure 4-6 Variations of FSE from the ion-bombarded W surfaces at 390 and 560 eV, which 
were measured at 185 K.
FSE observed here had tendency to decay as well as PSE from mechanically treated metal 
surfaces [10]. 
     This emission property becomes one of the keys to elucidate the mechanism of FSE 
from the ion-bombarded W surface. In order to apply the two-process model, which 
explain FSE phenomena from Al tips, it is essential that Ip depends on the interruption period 
of applied voltage. However, the dependence of Ip on the interruption was not observed in 
the case of FSE from the ion-bombarded W tip surfaces. The independence of Ip on the 
interruption period was also observed in FSE from the clean W tip surfaces after annealing at 
800 K, as described in Section 3.6.2. Therefore, the decay of Ip with time, which is shown 
in Figure 4-6, may be explained by the emission mechanism based upon the diffusion of 
surface atoms as proposed in Section 3.6.7. In the experiment described in Section 3.6.2, Ip 
was only detected at the temperature range where the change of atomic arrangement onthe W 
tip surface was expected. At this temperature, the activation energy for self-diffusion of W 
atoms was considered tobecome quite low, because the structural transformation f W surface 
could take place thermally even without a help of high electric field. Also, it has been 
reported that the high electric field applied to the tip surface, which was enough to emit 
electrons from the surface, reduced the activation energy for the surface diffusion of W atoms 
[14] and led to the field-induced tensile stress at the tip surface [15]. Therefore, we
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concluded that FSE from the annealed W tips was related to the surface diffusion of W atoms. 
According to this emission model, the decay of IP observed here would be explained as 
follows: The low-energy ion bombardment, which is slightly higher than the threshold 
energy for sputtering a W atom, introduces the perturbation of the atomic arrangement of the 
W surface atoms. This perturbation makes the potential energy of W atoms high. Such W 
atoms locate the position energetically high, so that the high electric field, which reduces 
activation energy for surface diffusion, may induce the relaxation of the ion-bombarded 
surface. The electrons may be emitted by receiving the excess energy during this relaxation 
process and are detected as FSE signal IP. The relaxation process may also be driven by the 
thermal activation process, and the number of perturbed atoms, thus, would decrease 
gradually with time. This mechanism can result in the decay of IP observed in Figure 4-6.
4.4.4 Temperature Dependence 
     In order to verify the proposed mechanism that the decay of IP was related to surface 
relaxation process as described above, the same experiment was conducted at 300 K as well 
as at 185 K. The W tip surface was bombarded at 300 K by He' ions with an incident
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         Comparison Figure 4-7 
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energy of530 eV. The ion dose during the bombardment was 1.2 x 1010 ions/cm2, which 
was the same as the previous experiment at 185 K shown i  Figure 4-6. The experimental 
results at 300 K are shown in Figure 4-7. The filled circles indicate he data measured at 
300 K, and the open circles are those obtained at 185. From Figure 4-7, it is obvious that 
no FSE signal was detected at 300 K. 
     The probability of the thermally driven surface diffusion, P, can be roughly estimated 
by the Arrehenius-type equation [14]; 
    P = w exp(- Ed / kT) (4-4) 
where w and Ed are the pre-exponential f ctor and the activation energy for the surface self-
diffusion of W atoms, respectively. The diffusion probability at 300 K calculated from the 
equation (4-4) was 6 - 10 orders of magnitude greater than that at 185 K, when Ed was 
estimated to be reference values from 0.57 to 0.96 eV [16-18]. During the cathode 
sputtering, He gas with a partial pressure of 1.3 x 10"2 Pa was introduced as a sputtering as. 
In this experimental pparatus, it took at least 20 min to recover the pressure to an order of 10-
8 Pa after the cathode sputtering. Therefore, the relaxation of W tip surface ion-bombarded 
at 300 K could be completed before the measurement of emission current. That is the 
positive reason why no IP from the ion-bombarded surface was detected at 300 K, while 
obvious I, was observed at 185 K. Also, this model is supported by the fact that the self-
diffusion of W atoms took place at a temperature higher than 300 K [14,19].
4.5 Conclusion 
     FSE from the W tip surfaces bombarded by He' ions with energies ranging from 390 
to 570 eV was investigated. It was found that FSE took place on the W surface ion-
bombarded with energies higher than 500 eV, which corresponded to the sputtering threshold 
of a W atom. The FSE from the ion-bombarded surface depends strongly on the incident 
energy of He' ions and the tip temperature. The time history of IP indicated a slow decay. 
All of these FSE properties can be explained by the emission model proposed in this study 
which relates to the surface diffusion of W atoms after the ion bombardment.
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          Chapter 5 
   Effect of Gas Adsorption 
on the Field-Stimulated Exoemision
5.1 Introduction 
     Adsorption of gases on the solid surface has been considered to be strongly related to 
exoemission phenomena. As described in Section 2.4, it has been reported that the 
exoemission takes place when oxygen molecule reacts with alkali metal or Mg surfaces. 
Also, it was confirmed that adsorption of oxygen and water on metal surfaces caused or 
enhanced PSE [1-3]. In contrast, here have been some reports that PSE was suppressed by
the re-oxidation of deformed metal surfaces as shown in Section 2.2. Thus, the role of gas 
adsorption tothe exoemission phenomena h s not yet been made clear. 
     In FSE, the evaluation of the sample surface can be performed by FIM and FEM with 
an atomic resolution as described in Section 2.3, and especially using FEM, the electronic 
structure isobtainable with spatial resolution i  a real space. Therefore, if FSE occurs, or is 
enhanced, ue to gas adsorption, it is expected that the relationship between the change in 
electronic structure at the surface and FSE property may be clarified by using FEM and FIM. 
Actually, the effect of oxygen adsorption on FSE from Al tips was reported by Tagawa et al. 
and it was concluded that oxygen adsorption led to FSE enhancement [4]. Also, it was 
suggested from a temperature d pendence of FSE from Al tips that hydrogen adsorption was 
one of the origins of FSE [5]. However, difficulty of imaging of the Al surface by FEM 
and FIM prevented further study. 
     In this chapter, a W tip was used as a specimen because of the easiness of imaging by 
FIM. The field-evaporated clean W tips were exposed to hydrogen or oxygen gases, and 
then FSE from the hydrogen- or oxygen-adsorbed W tip surfaces was measured. On the 
other hand, FSE from the annealed W tip surfaces was observed as shown in Section 3.6.
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Therefore, it was examined whether or not the FSE intensity from the annealed W tip surfaces 
was enhanced due to adsorption of hydrogen or oxygen. The effect of water adsorption, as 
well as hydrogen or oxygen adsorption, on the FSE was also investigated. In the following 
sections, the details of the experimental procedure, results and the discussions are described.
5.2 Experimental 
     The same experimental apparatus explained in Section 3.4.2 was used in all of the 
experiments performed here. The W tip was prepared by the same procedure described in 
Section 3.4.1. In this study, hydrogen, oxygen and water were chosen as adsorbates. 
The exposure of hydrogen or oxygen was carried out by the following procedure:
1)
2)
3)
In contras 
MCP attached 
The procedure of water exposure is as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
The UHV chamber with a pressure of lower than 1.6 x 10"8 Pa was isolated from 
the vacuum pump by closing the metal valve. 
Hydrogen or oxygen gas was introduced through VLV and kept at a partial pressure 
of 0.7. 1.3 x 10"6 Pa for a desired time, and then evacuated. 
After the pressure recovered lower than 1.6 x 10'8 Pa, the FSE measurement was 
started. 
t, water exposure was carried out in the specimen preparation chamber, because the 
 in the FIM observation chamber may be damaged by the water adsorption.
The method to detect FSE signal describ                         ed in Section 3.4.3. Different from the case of
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the clean W tip surface, a large fluctuation in a steady-state fi ld emission was measured in
some cases. In order to eliminate the uncertainty due to the fluctuation in emission, the 
corrected ata were analyzed by the following method: Steady-state fi ld emission current 
in Region A in Figure 5-1 was fitted by the equation (3-30), which describes field emission 
current theoretically. The fitting results and experimental data are shown in Figure 5-1 by 
the open and filled circles, respectively. The 99 % confidence limit of the emission data 
was calculated in the Region A. A difference, Id, between the calculated and experimental 
value at the point indicated by B is dealt as a FSE signal only when Id exceeds the 99 % 
confidence limit of steady-state emission current in Region A.
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Figure 5-1 The method to measure FSE signal. Region A is considered as a steady-state 
field emission, and the negative voltage is reapplied at the point B. The filled and open 
circles show the experimental data and the fitting results by the equation (3-30), 
respectively.
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
 5.3.1 Hydrogen Adsorption 
     Before the FSE measurement, the W tip used in this study was cleaned at 50 K by field 
evaporation during FIM observation. It was confirmed that no FSE signal from the clean 
surface was detected at50 K. The exposure by 0.1 L of hydrogen gas was carried out at 50 
K by the procedure d scribed in the previous section and then the FSE from the W tip surface 
was measured. The exposure and measurement processes were repeated until the total 
exposure ached 2.0 L. Figure 5-2 (a) shows the result of hydrogen exposure. The 
work function change due to hydrogen adsorption was measured simultaneously, and the 
result is indicated in Figure 5-2 (b). The method to estimate he work function was the 
same of that performed in Section 3.5.2. Since the work function of a clean polycrystalline 
W surface was reported tobe 4.5 eV [6], it was assumed that he mean work function of the 
initial W tip surface prepared by field evaporation was referred to be 4.5 eV. It was 
reported by Polizzoti et al. that when hydrogen was adsorbed at80 K on the W tip surface 
which was prepared by field evaporation, the average work function over the hydrogen 
adsorbed W surface with a saturation hydrogen coverage attained tobe 5.1 eV [7]. In this 
study, the average work function over the surface increased gradually with the hydrogen 
exposure, and it was saturated at about 5.1 eV in the exposure ange higher than 0.7 L. The 
work function change indicated that he amount of hydrogen adsorption was saturated at the 
exposure of 0.7 L. On the other hand, Id, which is the FSE signal, measured bythe method 
described in Section 5.2, was smaller than the fluctuation level of steady-state field emission 
at all of the hydrogen exposures. The fluctuation was measured asa variation i the 99 % 
confidence limit. Therefore, it was concluded that FSE from the H-adsorbed W surfaces 
does not take place at 50 K even after the hydrogen adsorption. 
     The same xperiments were performed atthetip temperatures at the temperatures of 
150, 300 and 450 K. The experimental results on Id, fluctuation ofthe steady-state field 
emission and the average work function as a function of the hydrogen exposure at150, 300 
and 450 K are shown in Figures 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5. In each figure, (a) and (b) indicate the Id 
properties and the work function change, respectively. According to Polizzoti's report, 
when the W tip surface cleaned by the flashing method was covered with hydrogen, the
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average work functions at 150 and 300 K were reported to be 4.92 and 4.85 eV [7]. These 
work functions reported by Polizzoti et al. are slightly lower than those observed in Figure 5-3 
and 5-4. However, the average work function of the W surface formed by field evaporation 
was 0.1 eV higher than that formed by the flashing method, when hydrogen was adsorbed 
sufficiently on these surfaces at 80 K. Therefore, it is considered that the work function 
change obtained in this study agrees with the previous report. The filled and open circles in 
Figures 5-3 (a) -, 5-5 (a) represent Id and fluctuation of the steady-state field emission 
measured by the method described in Section 5.2. It was found that clear FSE was not 
observed in all cases. From these results, although the adsorbed hydrogen has been 
considered tobe one of origins of FSE from Al tips [5], it does not affect FSE from W tips at 
temperatures from 50 to 450 K. 
     In Section 3.5.2, appearance of a clear FSE signal, Ip, on a clean W tip after the 
annealing treatment was confirmed at around 300 K. In order to confirm the contribution 
of hydrogen adsorption to the FSE phenomenon, the effect of hydrogen exposures on Ip was 
examined at 320 K. The experimental result is shown in Figure 5-6. Obviously, Ip 
decreased rapidly with hydrogen exposure, and finally disappeared atthe hydrogen exposure
Q 
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Figure 5-6 Effect of hydrogen exposure on Ip measured at 320 K.
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at 4.OL. If Ip is induced by the hydrogen adsorption, Ip should increase with hydrogen 
exposure. However, as presented in Figure 5-6, hydrogen adsorption reduces Ip. Therefore, 
it is concluded that FSE on W tips is suppressed by the hydrogen adsorption on the tip 
surface.
5.3.2 Oxygen Adsorption 
     The oxygen adsorption has been considered to play an important role of exoemission 
phenomena. Actually, it was reported that the adsorbed oxygen was one of the origins of 
FSE from Al tips [4]. In this study, whether or not FSE takes place on oxygen-adsorbed W 
tip surfaces were identified, as well as the case of hydrogen. 
     The measurements of FSE from the oxygen-adsorbed W surfaces were performed at 
50, 150, 300 and 450 K. Before the FSE measurement, a W tip was cleaned by the field 
evaporation at50 K. The cleanliness of the W tip surface was evaluated by FIM image, 
and it was also confirmed by the fact that no FSE from such a W tip surface was detected at 
50 K. After the confirmation of cleanliness, the tip temperature increased to the desired 
temperatures (50, 150, 300 and 450 K). The W tip was exposed to oxygen gas by the 
method escribed in Section 5.2. Figures 5-7 - 5-10 show the experimental results at the 
tip temperatures of 50, 150, 300 and 450 K, respectively. In the Figures 5-7 - 5-10, (a) and 
(b) illustrate the Id properties and the variation of mean work function over the oxygen-
adsorbed W tip surfaces. Moreover, in each figure labeled (a), the filled and open circles 
represent the fluctuation of the steady-state fi ld emission current and Id, respectively. At 
50 K, as shown in Figure 5-7 (b), the work function of the W tip increased instantly by the 
oxygen exposures between 0.2 and 0.3 L, and kept constant in oxygen exposures higher than 
0.6 L. However, Id was smaller than the fluctuation of emission at all exposures. 
Therefore, it was concluded that, even though the oxygen adsorption occurred on the W tip, 
FSE was not enhanced by the oxygen adsorption. The same tendency was also observed in 
the experimental results at the temperatures of 150, 300 and 450 K, even though work 
function changes relatively slower. 
     Similar to the caseofhydrogen adsorption, the effect of oxygen exposure on the FSE 
from the annealed W tip was also examined. Prior to the measurement, the W tip was
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Figure 5-11 Effect of oxygen exposure on Ip measured at 320 K.
cleaned by field evaporation at50 K. The annealing treatment ofthe clean W tip at 800 K 
for 60 s was carried out, and then the FSE signal, Ip, was measured at 320 K. Figure 5-11 
indicates the result of the experiment. Although Ip was detected at the clean W tip surface, 
it decayed rapidly with the oxygen exposure and finally disappeared. This is the same 
tendency as the hydrogen exposure case. Therefore, it was concluded that the oxygen 
exposure suppressed FSE from the annealed W tip, while in case of Al the FSE was enhanced 
by oxygen exposure [4]. 
     From thesediscussions, it was considered that the oxygen adsorption was not the 
origin of FSE from W tips, as well as the hydrogen adsorption described in the previous 
Section 5.3.1.
5.3.3 Water Adsorption 
     It has been believed that water, as well as oxygen, plays a crucial role on exoemission 
phenomena. In this section, the preliminary experiment regarding the contribution of water 
adsorption on FSE from the W tip was performed. 
    As described in Section 5.2, it was necessary that W tips were xposed towater vapor in 
the preparation chamber because of the limitation of our experimental set up. In order to
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transfer the W tips from the FIM observation chamber, the tip holder has to be a room 
temperature. However, the field evaporation during FIM observation can not be applied as 
a cleaning technique of the W tip surface at room temperature, because the tip should be 
cooled down to 50 K in order to observe with an atomic resolution using FIM. Therefore, 
in this study, the W tip surface was cleaned by the following process:
1)
2)
3)
After the               treatment, 
x 10" 
continuou 
shown in 
              tip surface,                                  Figure on the p 
the Ip appearance, the W tip was exposed to water vapor by the procedure described in Section 
5.2. The amount of the water exposure was 30 L. After the water exposure, the same 
measurements as shown in Figure 5-12 were carried out. Figure 5-13 shows the result of 
the experiments. Ip was enhanced only at the first measurement and recovered to the same 
Ip level of the annealed W tip which is shown in Figure 5-12. Although the water exposure 
may give rise to the clear enhancement of Ip, there might be some possibility that the residual 
gas of the preparation chamber or the impurity in the water vapor contributes to this In 
enhancement. Therefore, the residual gas in the preparation chamber was analyzed by 
QMS. Figures 5-14 (a) and (b) illustrate the QMS results in the preparation chamber 
measured atthe residual gas atmosphere of 2.5 x 10"6 Pa and at water vapor atmosphere with a 
partial pressure of 6.5 x 10"5 Pa, respectively. It is clear from the Figures 5-14 (a) and (b) 
that pure water vapor was introduced uring the water exposure process. Therefore, the 
impurity of water vapor was concluded not to relate the enhancement of I,. Moreover, the
The W tip was cooled down to 50 K and cleaned by field evaporation during FIM 
observation. 
After the cleanliness of the tip surface was confirmed on the FIM image, the clean 
W tip was held in UHV chamber with a pressure lower than 1.5 x 10"' Pa for about 
24 hours in order to recover the tip temperature to room temperature. 
The W tip was annealed at 800 K as a cleaning process. This is because 
hydrogen, which is the main component of a residual gas, desorbs from W surfaces 
at temperatures higher than 800 K [7]. 
annealing             , the emission property was measured in UHV with a pressure of 
' Pa     at room temperature with the negative voltage of -814.7 V. The five 
s measurements were performed before the water adsorption, and the results are 
Figure 5-12. As shown in Figure 5-12, obvious and reproducible Ip was detected 
annealedW             which is similarto                              3-24. After theconformation of
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Figure 5-13 Five continuous measurements of II at room temperature from 
the W tip surface after 30 L exposure of water vapor.
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emission property from the W tip exposed to the residual gas of the preparation chamber after 
the annealing at 800 K was measured (without water vapor introduction) in order to assess the 
effect of residual gas adsorption i  the preparation chamber. The exposure to the residual 
gas was performed at 2.5 x 10"6 Pa for 100 s. The filled and open circles shown in Figure 
5-15 represent the emission currents measured at room temperature in the FIM observation 
chamber and in the preparation chamber, respectively. From the Figure 5-15, Ip was 
suppressed due to the exposure to the residual gas in the preparation chamber. According 
to the results hown in Section 5.3.1, the suppression of Ip would be caused by the adsorption 
of hydrogen which is the residual gas in the preparation chamber. Therefore, it was 
concluded that the enhancement of Ip shown in the Figure 5-13 was assigned to the water 
adsorption. Thus, water adsorption on W surface plays clearly a different role from 
hydrogen and oxygen adsorption on FSE. In order to recognize the contribution of water 
adsorption toFSE in detail, further experiments will be needed in future.
5.4 Conclusion 
    The FSE properties of the hydrogen- and oxygen-adsorbed W tip surfaces were 
investigated in the temperature range between 50 and 450 K. Clear FSE signals were not 
detected both on the surfaces at all temperatures xamined. Also, the contributions of 
hydrogen, oxygen and water adsorption to FSE from the W tip surfaces after annealing 
treatment were studied. Hydrogen and oxygen adsorption suppressed the FSE signal, Ip, 
while water adsorption enhanced. Thus, the preliminary result on the effect of the water 
adsorption on FSE suggested the contribution ofwater adsorption upon FSE from W surface. 
However, the detailed mechanism has not been clarified yet. In our previous experiment, 
holding clean W tips in UHV chamber for 15 hr led to the appearance of FSE [10]. From 
the results obtained here, it seems to be reasonable that he appearance of FSE in the previous 
experiment would be caused by the effect of adsorption of water from the residual gas in the 
UHV chamber.
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           Chapter 6 
First-Principles Calculational Study 
        on Exoemission
6.1 Introduction 
     It has been pointed out by many researchers that defects, impurities, cracks and/or 
adsorption on a surface play an important role as an origin of exoemission phenomenon. 
Among a number of emission mechanisms of exoemission proposed, many of these models 
consider the presence of electron traps in a band gap or above the Fermi level [1-3]. 
However, since the identification of the traps for exoemission has not been successfully 
achieved, the origins of electron traps have not been clarified yet. This is probably due to 
the fact that the exoemission hardly takes place on a well-defined surface, and that it is a 
transient phenomenon. Therefore, it is difficult to use common surface analysis techniques 
with an atomic resolution, such as scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The relationship 
between exoemission phenomena nd the status of the emitting surface has not been 
established yet. 
     On the other hand, recent improvement in the computational science has made it 
possible to calculate the electronic structure not only for a bulk, but also for a variety of 
surfaces. In the field of molecular science, the quantum chemistry method to simulate non-
empirically reaction of molecules or excitation phenomenon has been developed. However, 
these methods were not always useful for the highly free system like a solid or a surface. 
The attempts o apply non-empirical first-principles calculation to a solid and a surface have 
been performed, and the calculational methods to approximate a real system, such as the 
density functional theory (DFT), have been established. Today, the non-empirical 
calculation of the electronic structures has become a powerful tool which can predict he 
electronic structure of the realistic systems.
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     Although many computational studies in the surface science have been reported, no 
computational study has been carried out with regard to the exoelectron emission. The first-
principles calculation technique provides the electronic structure for the surface and it will be 
valuable for understanding the origins of exoelectron traps and for constructing emission 
models of exoelectrons. In this chapter, the electronic structures of a clean, oxygen-
adsorbed, defective and stepped Al (001) surfaces were calculated by the first-principle 
calculation using ultrasoft pseudopotentials. A possible emission mechanism of 
exoelectrons from Al surface was proposed on the basis both of the computational results 
obtained in this study and of the experimental results reported previously. In Sections 6.2 -
6.4, the fundamentals of the first-principles calculation and the calculational method used in 
this study are described. The calculational results on clean, oxygen adsorbed, efective and 
stepped Al(001) surfaces are described in Sections 6.5 -6.8. Moreover, on each surface, 
the relationship between the electronic structure and exoemission are discussed.
6.2 Fundamentals in Electronic Structure Calculation 
6.2.1 Wave Function in Many-Body System 
     It is assumed that afield is formed by the forceattributed o potential V(r,t), which 
is shown by the equation (6-1); 
    F(r, t) = -grad V (r, t) (6-1) 
In this field, the wave function qp(r, t), which represents the action ofsingle particle with the 
mass of m is provided as a solution of Schrodinger quation (including time) indicated by the 
following equation; 
     hVZ +V(r,t) (p(r,t)= iii at (p(r,t) (6-2)       2m f 
If ~ (r, t)is obtained by solving Schrodinger equation (6-2), th  possibility that single particle 
is observed in the small volume dr including thepoint r is proportional to I ~p(r, tfdr. 
This means that the possibility to find this single particle becomes larger at the place where rp
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is greater andit becomes zeroat cp = 0. Generally, Jgp(r, t)2dr is normalized as hown by 
J~ Jlcp(r, t)2dr =1 where the integrals are conducted in all regions in which single particle can 
exist. 
     Next, the system consisted of N-particles i considered. When position vector, mass 
and momentum of each particle are indicated by r,, mj and Pj (j = 1 - N), Hamiltonian of this 
system is given by the following equation; 
2 
    H=2 Pj +V(r,,r2...rN) (6-3) 
          j=1 2mi 
where V(r1, r2 ... rN) is a sum of the potentials induced both by the external forces and by the 
internal forces between ach particle. By replacing the momentum Pj in the equation (6-3) 
to - ihV 1, Hamiltonian based upon quantum mechanics s obtained as the equation (6-4); 
            N2 
    H=-I V +V(r1,r2...rN) (6-4). 
         j_, 2mi 
According to the equations (6-2) and (6-5), the wave function 'P(r1, r2... rN , t), which 
describes the actions of N-particles at the time t, is given by the following Schrodinger 
equation (6-5); 
   HP = -iii as (6-5). 
Similar to the equation (6-3), the normalized solution indicated by the equation (6-6) means 
the possibility to find jth particle in the volume dry including rj point: 
    f ffl'P(r1,r2...rN,t)2dr1dr2...drN = 1 (6-6). 
Since the wave function of many-body system is very complex, the interaction between each 
particle can not be described correctly. Therefore, 'Y(r1, r2 ... rN ,t) is generally shown by 
combining thewave function c° (r, t) of each particle. 
     Hereafter, a stationary state is considered as the simplest case. In the case of 
stationary state, the possibility of existence of single particle does not depend on time, and is 
shown by the following equation (6-7); 
     F(r1,r2...rN t)=e-iEt/h(D(r,,r2...rN) (6-7)
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From the equation (6-5), the Schrodinger equation is obtained as the following equation; 
    H(D(r,,r2 ...r))= Ec(r,,r2 ...rN) (6-8) 
This equation provides solutions with a physical meaning against each eigen value Ef, and 
their solutions are eigenfunctions. In the case that interactions between particles are 
negligible, Hamiltonian of the many-body system is represented by a sum of Hamiltonians of 
each particle as shown in the equation (6-9); 
   H= -_ 2 V2+Vj(r) _ Hj (6-9) 
            j_~ m> >=1 
Then, the solution of the Schrodinger quation (6-8) can be written by the following; 
    (D(r,, r2 ... rN) = 0(r1 )X(r2 )... (6-10) 
From the equations (6-8) and (6-10), the equations (6-11-1) - (6-11-N) are obtained by a 
variable separation method. 
   H,O(r,)=e(r,) (6-11-1) 
    H2.1.'(r2) = E'(r2) (6-11-2) 
      =s+ s'+ (6-12) 
These equations (6-11-1) - (6-11-N) indicate the wave functions which describe action of 
each particle. By solving these quations, eigen values (e, E' • • •) and eigenfunctions 
(0, x ... ) against each Hamiltonian (H) can be calculated. Using the calculated eigen value 
and the eigenfunction ofeach particle, eigenfunction (0,„) and eigen value (E„) of Hamiltonian 
(H) in the many-body system are represented bythe equation (6-13), 
     (jn(rl,r2...rN)=0r(r,)xm(r2)... (1,m,n.. =1,2,3...) 
     E„ =E, +e,, +••- (6-13) 
     These discussions can be generally applied even if N-particles involve different kinds 
of particles. However, only electron is considered in this system, that is, mass and a 
function of potential V are same for all particles inthis system. Therefore, the Hamiltonian 
and Schrodinger equation ofthe system can be redrawn as the equations (6-14) and (6-15), 
2 
    Hj =--V2 V2 +V(ri) (6-14) 
        2m
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   -h2 V2 +V(r, )10(r, )= s O(r;) (6-15) 
After the normalized igen values and eigenfunctions f the equation (6-15) are determined to 
be e, , e; • • • and 01, 01- • • , the eigenfunction and eigen value E of the many-electron 
system are provided by the following equations; 
    (D(r1, r2 ...) - 01 (rl) Y'1 (r2 )... (6-16) 
     E = el + el + • • (6-17) 
If all particles are the same, they can not be distinguished. Therefore, there xist N! 
eigenfunctions of the quation (6-8) against the igen values shown by the quation f (6-17). 
     In the theory of quantum mechanics, since the orbit of single particle cannot be 
pursued and the existence of the single particle is recognized as a possibility distribution of it,
the particles with N! different functions can ot be distinguished. Therefore, in the system 
containing a lot of same particles, it isaccepted hat the solutions of the Schrodinger equation, 
which meet the following requests, have a physical meaning; 
    1) In the case of Fermi particle, when arbitrary two particles are exchanged, the wave 
       functions only with an opposite sign are accepted, 
   2) In the case of Bose particle, when arbitrary two particles are exchanged together, 
       the unchanged wave functions are allowed, 
where Fermi and Bose particles mean those following the Fermi and Bose distribution, 
respectively. For example, an electron, positron and neutron belong to the former, and 
photon is considered as the later. In the system consisted of two Fermi particles, where 
electron spin is not considered, wave functions are obtained as follows: When there are 
two particles denoted byr, and r2, the wave function (D of the system is provided bythe 
equation (6-18), 
   (D(r,Ir2)=C101(rl*(r2)+C201(r2)01'(ri) (6-18) 
where the constants C, and C2 satisfy the following condition in order to normalize t; 
   IC, 12 + IC212 = 1 (6-19) 
When these particles are exchanged, the equation (6-18) is rewritten as the following; 
   (D(r2 f rl) = C101(r2 )q$, (rl)+ C201(r1)q$1(r2) (6-20)
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In the case of Fermi particle, the condition f (D(r,, r2) = -0(r2 , r,) regarding the wave 
functions of (6-18) and (6-20) must be satisfied. From this relation, it is obtained that C, 
equals -C2. According to the equation (6-19), C, and -C2 are calculated to be 1 / . 
Therefore, the wave function of Fermi particle system is given by the following equation; 
   (DF(r1,r2)- I {Y1(r1) ,(r2)-01(r2*(TI                )} 
         __ 1 101 (r,) 01, (rr) (6-21)           I
01(r2) 01'(F2 
On the other hand, in the case of Bose particle, the wave function of Bose particle system is 
obtained by the equation (6-22), 
               )}    (Da(ri,r2)= -{01(ri)'i(r2)+01(r2)0,'(r, 
             01(rr) - 01, (r, (6-22) 
         J2 01(r2) 01'(r2) 
Moreover, when more than three Fermi particles are involved in the system, the equation (6-
21) is transformed tothe following equation; 
             1 Or (rr) 01, (rr) ...    (D
F(rlIr2...)= N~ 01(r2) 0r(r2) (6-23) 
This is named "Slater determinant", and even when the spin of an electron is taken into 
account, the wave functions of Fermi particle system are provided by the similar determinant.
6.2.2 Approximations 
      It has been proved in the previous part that the wave functions of many-body system 
without the interaction between each particle are provided by the Slater determinant. 
However, electrons interact each other as well as atomic nuclei n the real system. Hence, 
it is necessary tointroduce further approximations i  order to calculate the electronic structure 
of a real system. The approximation methods widely used are as follows: 
1) Adiabatic Approximation (Born-Oppenheimer Approximation); 
    Since the mass of electron is smaller than thatof atomic nucleus, it is considered that
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    the electron follows the motion of atomic nucleus. 
2) Mean Field Approximation; 
    The motionof an electron is restricted by the Pauli's principle because the electron 
    follows Fermi statistics and Coulomb interaction. The effect of these interactions 
    with an electron from other electrons can be replaced by an appropriate potential. 
     In the Born approximation, since atomic nuclei are considered to be the source of the 
external potentials defined by the following equation; 
    vint (rj) = v(r,, Rj) (6-24) 
where r and R show the position vectors of electron and atomic nucleus, respectively. 
Also, in the mean field approximation, the interaction of surrounding electrons with an 
electron is approximated by the potential vext (r1). Therefore, th  Schrodinger 
equation is indicated by the equation (6-25); 
     h2     --OZ +v(r.) O.(r.)=E0, (r.) 
       2m ' ` ' ' (i , j =1-N) (6-25) 
   v(r.)" Vi. (ri)+V.(r,) 
where O;(rj )show the steady-state of e ch lectron. According to the quations of (6-23) 
and (6-25), the many-body system involving N-electrons is converted to the Schrodinger 
equation of single electron. 
    The potential v(ri), which is necessary fo  solving the Schrodinger equation (6-25), 
contains veX, (r,) formed bythe other lectrons. The vest (rj) can be determined by the 
distribution of N-1 electrons originated by the equation (6-25). On a calculation of 
electronic structure, th  v(rj) is constructed singa certain wave function 0(r;) as the first 
step. Then, the Schrodinger equation (6-25) is solved bythe calculated v(rj), and 0'(r; ) 
is obtained. Using the 0'(r, );thus calculated, v'(rr) can be calculated. Thus, 0, (rj) is 
calculated by repeating hese processes, and finally c(r,, r2 ... ) is obtained. This 
calculation is called "self-consistent calculational method".
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6.2.3 Bloch's Theorem 
     When apotential v(r) has a periodicity shown by the equation (6-26), the wave 
function of single electron is expressed by the equation (6-27), 
   v(r) = v(r + R) (6-26) 
    PPk (r) = e tkTuk (r) (6-27) 
where R is the vector indicating the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. Since uk (r) has the 
same periodicity as the Bravais lattice, the following equation is appreciable; 
   uk(r)=uk(r+R) (6-28) 
From the equations (6-27) and (6-28), the equation (6-29) is obtained; 
    rpk (r+ R) = e-ik*RcPk (r) (6-29) 
In the field of a periodical potential, a wave function can be represented by the plane waves 
and by the periodical part. Due to this periodicity, the calculation result on a unit cell 
provides the wave function of a perfect crystal.
6.3 Density Functional Theory 
6.3.1 Basic Theory 
    The densityfunctional theory (DFT) was formulated for the first time in 1964 by 
Hohenberg and Kohn [4]. The fundamental assumption is the development of he single 
electron density n(r). However, it was pointed out later that v(r) was not always 
determined by aphysically meaningful n(r). In this section, DFT will be explained 
simply using the formulation given by Levy [5]. According to this formulation method, the 
ground state in the field formed bythe potential v(r) can be decided regardless the tatus of
spins and the degeneracy of the ground state. 
  Here, it is assumed that he single lectron density n(r) is obtained bya proper 
antisymmetric wave function yr" (r) . This limitation about n(r) is named "N-
representability". In contrast, even when n(r) is provided, the only one V" (r) is not 
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always determined. In the case of single electron, the wave function, e`k*1 {n(r)}112 , decides 
the lectron density, n(r), which isindependent of the wave number k. The antisymmetric 
wave function, which minimizes the expected value of a sum of the kinetic energy T and the 
interaction between lectrons V, is defined asyr~,;,, (r), and a function f F[n] is defined as
follows: 
   F[n] =min{(yi"(T+Velyr"}1_ (yr;,;,,IT +V,IytII,;,,} (6-30) 
  where (OIHlo) = f0` (z)HO(r)d z 
Since F[n] does not include the external potential v(r), it is functional of n(r). Using 
F[n] defined by the equation (6-30), the basic theorem of DFT is expressed as follows: 
   1)
2)
The antis 
   by shown 
energy an 
single electron 
calculated.
Variational principle regarding the energy functional of the ground state; 
The energy functional E[n] of n(r), which satisfy N-representability, is defined as
the following equation; 
E[n] = f v(r)n(r)dr + F[n] (6-31) 
Then, the energy of the ground state, E,,,, is defined by the minimum of E[n]. 
Possibility that he ground state is expressed by the density of single electron; 
Egs i  expressed as a functional of the single electron density n(r) by the following 
equation; 
Egs =f v(r)ngs (r)ir+ F[ngs ] (6-32) 
ymmetric wave fun              ction V:L , which minimizes the expected value of T+Ve as 
t e equation (6-30), becomes the wave function ofground state yrgs . Thus, the 
d wave function of the ground state can be obtained only by understanding the 
tron density n r), even though all wave functions of many-body system are not
6.3.2 
   As
Kohn-Sham Theory 
discussed above, if F[n] is known, ngs is determined from E[n] shown by the
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equation (6-32). Therefore, in order to perform the calculation of an electronic structure, 
F[n] has to be understood. F[n] is consisted of two parts, indicating the kinetic energy T 
and the interactions between electrons Ve, as expressed by the equation (6-30). The Kohn-
Sham theory describes about he part of the kinetic energy T. 
     In the Kohn-Sham theory, F[n] is described as follows: 
   F[n] =TS[n]+ 2 e2 ffd3rd3r'nI(rr)-n(r )r)+Exc(n) (6-33) 
The first and second terms in the right side of the equation (6-33) show the kinetic energy of 
an electron and the Coulomb energy between electrons which is called "Hartree term", 
respectively. The third term Exc (n) includes all interactions except the kinetic and 
Coulomb energy, and called "exchange-correlation energy term". However, the kinetic 
energy TS[n] is defined in the virtual system with noninteracting electrons. 
     It is assumed that single electron density n(r) is provided by the external potential 
v(r) in the system without interactions as follows: 
z 
    - V2 +v(r) yr;(r)=s,yr,(r) (6-34) 
     2m 
   n(r)_ ~Iyr,(r)2 (6-35) 
The Kohn-Sham theory defines the relation f v(r) in the virtual system with the true 
potential in the real system of interacting electrons. From the equations (6-34) and (6-35), 
TS[n] is defined as the following equation: 
   TS [n] f v(r)n(r)dr (6-36) 
By substituting (6-3 6) and (6-3 3) into (6-31), the total energy is described by 
   E[n] = Es, - f d3rv(r)n(r)+ f d3rvex,(r)n(r)+ e2 d3rdrn(r)n(r')+Exc(n)                          2 ff Ir-rl 
                                                      (6-37)
The E[n] provides the minimum value of the total energy against the single electron density of 
the ground state in the system with the interactions, ngs (r). 
     Now, n(r) which is slight different by An(r) from ngs(r) is considered, that is:
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   n(r) = ngs (r)+ An(r) = ng (r)+ r7n'(r) (6-38) 
where q shows the constant. In order to conserve the number of electrons, An(r) should 
meet the following condition: 
   fOn(r)dr = 0 (6-39) 
By applying the variational principle to a total energy in the system of noninteracting 
electrons, the equation (6-40) is obtained: 
   TS [n] + fn(r)v(r)dr = T, [ngs ] + fngs (r)v(r)dr + O(r72) (6-40) 
From the equations (6-3 8) and (6-40), the equation (6-4 1) is led: 
   8Ts[n]=TS[n]-T,[ngs]=- f &n(r)v(r)dr+O(172) (6-41) 
When a sum of the second and third term in the right side of the equation (6-33) is replaced 
by G[n], the equation in the real system with the interactions corresponding to the equation 
(6-40) in the virtual system is shown by 
   TS [n] + fn(r)v.(r)dr + G[n] =Egs +0(772) (6-42) 
The equation (6-42) is expanded by An(r), and the following equation is led using the 
equation (6-41): 
   8T5 [n]+ f An(r)vext (r)dr + f8G[n ] dr 
            () ,
   = f vext(r)+ [r]-v(r) An (r)dr+0(772)         S() 
   =0+O(772) 
where 8G[n]/8n(r) shows the functional derivative of G[n] against n(r). 
(6-43) satisfy the condition indicated by the equation (6-39), 
   v(r) =vet(r)+fi[n]=v.(r)+ f d3Y' n'  +pxc(r)             8n(r) Ir - r I 
   where ,uxc (r) = 8Exc [n] 
             8n(r)
The uxc (r) is labeled "exchange-correlation potential".
(6-43)
When the equation
In summary of Kohn-Sham theory, by solving the following four equations,
(6-44) 
(6-45)
Kohn-Sham
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equations, c, and n(r) can be determined. 
z 
    - 02 +v(r) V/,(r)=cY;(r) 
   n(r) = Lr l ~1 (r)2 
r 
   v(r) =vext(r)+5G[n]=vex:(r)+ f d3r' n/(r) +,uxe(r) 
             ,5n (r) Ir-r l 
   flxc (r) = SSn r\       () 
Then, a total energy can be calculated by the equation (6-37)
6.3.3 Local Density Approximation 
     The many-electronsystem is transformed to the effective single electron system by 
Kohn-Sham equations as described above. It is necessary to solve the Kohn-Sham 
equations that the functional deviation SExc[n)/Sn(r) which corresponds to exchange-
correlation potential uxc (r) is required. This potential bout he system of a 
homogeneous electron gas has been established. In the case that the electron density n(r) 
is varying, if the variation of n(r) is slow, it is approximated that n(r) is locally uniform. 
Then, the exchange-correlation potential is indicated by the following equation: 
   Exc In] = fcxc (n(r))n(r)dr (6-46) 
where cxc (n(r)) is the exchange-correlation nergyper electron in the uniform electron gas 
of density n(r). Therefore, the exchange-correlation p tential is given by the equation (6-
47): 
  Pxc (r) = cxc (n(r))+ n(r) d--an(n) (6-47) 
The approximation shown by the equation (6-46) is a local density approximation (LDA). 
The results by LDA are precise only for the limiting case that spatial electron density is 
varying slowly. Therefore, the LDA calculation on the total energy shows relatively large 
error in especially inner-shell area of an atom. Therefore, an absolute value of energy
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calculated using LDA may not be correct, while the energy dispersion between two different 
states is exact. Now, there are many attempts beyond LDA, for example, generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA), self-interaction correction (SIC), and so on.
6.4 Pseudopotential Method 
6.4.1 Fundamentals of Pseudopotentials 
     Though the states of inner-shell and valence lectrons are the eigen states of the same 
Hamiltonian, valence lectrons do not occupy the same states due to the Pauli's exclusion 
principle. Therefore, valence lectrons feel a repulsive potential from the inner-shell 
electrons, aswell as the attractive potential from the atomic nucleus. As a result, apart of 
the attractive potential is canceled by the repulsive potential tthe inner-shell area, and hence, 
an effective weak potential is formed. This is called "pseudopotential". Thus, 
pseudopotential does not provide astrong attractive potential in the inner-shell area. In 
contrast, in the valence area, pseudopotential andtrue potential give the same igen value. 
Therefore, the eigenfunction btained by pseudopotential, which is called "pseudo wave 
function", isdifferent from the true wave function i  the inner-shell area nd agrees with it in 
the valence area as shown in Figure 6-1. The pseudopotential method is one of the first 
principle calculations that the true potential is replaced by the pseudopotential and an 
     V (
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electronic structure is calculated by expanding the wave function of the interatomic area (or 
outer-shell area) using plane waves. 
     In order to conduct a non-empirical calculation, an effective single-electron potential 
provided by single electron density has to be consistent with the true potential in the area of 
r > r, where r, means the radius of the inner-shell area. For this purpose, it is necessary 
that norm of the pseudo wave function cb (r) agrees with that of the true wave function 
0, (r) in the area of r < re . Therefore, a non-empirical pseudopotential has to satisfy the 
following conditions: 
 1) Wave function of valence electron does not vibrate in the area of r < re . 
2) In the area of r > r, YPS (r) equals 0, (r). 
3) Norm-conservation constraint: f d 3rIOPS H 2 =f d 3rI o, (r,2 
                                                       r<r, r<r, 
Especially, the condition 3), norm-conservation constraint, is important for non-empirical 
pseudopotential method. The pseudopotential which satisfy this condition is called "norm-
conserving pseudopotential" [6]. 
     The pseudopotentialc n not be determined only by three conditions described above. 
In recent years, some attempts o promote fficiency for expanding the pseudo wave function 
using plane waves are performed. Such a pseudopotential is called "soft pseudopotential". 
In 1990, Vanderbilt proposed the pseudopotential which can be formed without norm-
conservation constraint. This pseudopotential is called "ultrasoft pseudopotential" [7].
6.4.2 Ultrasoft Pseudopotential 
     In the pseudopotential method, wave function is expanded using plane waves. Thus, 
when a plane wave basis is applied, a lot of plane waves are needed on the calculation 
regarding the elements with a localized wave function, such as, oxygen atom, transition 
metals and so on. Therefore, a variety of ideas to reduce the number of plane waves by 
improving pseudopotential h ve been proposed. A number of researches are carried out in 
order to construct such a soft pseudopotential [7-10]. The ultrasoft pseudopotential 
constructed by Vanderbilt requires the smallest number of plane waves used for expansion of
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wave function compared to the other methods. 
     In order to soften a pseudopotential, it is necessary that the convergence of Fourier 
component in wave function raises. It has been pointed out by Hamann et al. [ 11 ] that he 
norm-conservation constraint of the wave function in the inner-shell area is an important 
condition for constructing a highly reliable pseudopotential. In order to realize the norm-
conservation constraint in the inner-shell area, the wave functions of 2p-electrons of oxygen 
atom or those for d-electrons of a transition metal must have a large amplitude in that area. 
Therefore, there is a limitation for softening the potential because of this norm-conversion 
constraint. However, when the state of single electron is calculated on the basis of a given 
potential, the norm-conversion constraint of the wave function is not needed actually. 
Vanderbilt added the condition to-conserve a charge in the inner-shell area (r < re), when total 
energy and force acting on an atom was calculated by the constructed pseudopotential. 
Thus, it was suggested that the ultrasoft pseudopotential with a similar reliability to norm-
conserving pseudopotential could be generated even without norm-conservation c straint by 
using the method proposed by Vanderbilt.
 6.4.3 BB-VB Program 
     The program for calculating an electronic structure used in this study was BB-BV 
program. This program has been published by Tsukada Laboratory in the University of 
Tokyo. In this program, the band structure was calculated using plane wave basis and 
ultrasoft pseudopotential proposed by Vanderbilt. The stable position of each atom can be 
also determined by optimization of total energy. This program is composed of two 
calculation processes: the construction ofthe ultrasoft pseudopotential and the calculation of 
the electronic structure. 
     Figure6-2 shows the algorithm of the BB-VB program. The calculation process is 
explained along with the algorithm as follows: 
1) Construction ofthe pseudopotential 
         All-electroncalculation, which means the calculation considering all electrons 
    from Is to the outermost orbital, is firstly performed for an isolated atomby the 
    program "allel". Atomic number and arrangement of electrons are the input data,and
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Figure 6-2 Algorithm of the calculation using BB-VB program.
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the data necessary for the construction of pseudopotential and the energy of each orbital 
were calculated. 
     The pseudopotential of an ion is formed by the program "psv", and then one of 
the important parameters, cut-off radius, is also decided. When the cut-off radius is 
taken to be smaller, pseudopotential come closer to a real potential. However, since 
the area of approximation becomes smaller, the calculation time increases. Therefore, 
the cut-off radius is one of the important factors to construct pseudopotential providing 
good approximation with the reasonable calculation time. 
     Since the true and pseudo wave functions are calculated by the program "psv", 
the constructed pseudopotential can also be evaluated briefly. The detailed evaluation 
of the constructed pseudopotential is carried out by the following methods.
2) Evaluation of the constructed pseudopotential 
        The pseudopotentialconstructed by the method escribed above is evaluated in
   detail by examining reproducibility of eigen values, lattice constant, bulk modulus and 
   cohesive nergy. Each evaluation method is explained below:
<Reproducibility of eigen values> 
     This method is based on the comparison of the eigen value calculated by the 
pseudopotential and by the all-electron calculation. Regarding an certain electron 
arrangement, the orbital energies are calculated by the all-electron calculation program 
"allel". Then, the orbital energies on the same electron arrangement are also 
estimated by the pseudopotential c culation program "sllsd". The pseudopotential is 
evaluated from the comparison ofthese calculated results.
<Lattice Constant> 
     The calculation of an electronic structure of balk crystal is conducted by the 
program "cgmain" using the constructed pseudopotential. Total energy is calculated 
with a lattice constant as a parameter. The total energies thus obtained against a 
variety of lattice constants are fitted by a parabolic function, and the lattice constant, 
which gives the minimum total energy, is determined. The pseudopotential is
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    evaluated by the comparison of the calculated lattice constant with the experimental 
    data. 
    <Bulk Modulus> 
         Similar to the evaluation method by lattice constant, total energies were plotted 
    against the volume of unit cell by the equation proposed by Murnaghan: 
      E(V) = B°V (V° lV)B° +1 +C (6-48) 
                B0 B0 -1 
    where E, V, B0 and B°' are the total energy, the volume of unit cell, the bulk modulus 
    and differential of B,. 
    <Cohesive Energy>
         Totalenergies of an isolated atom and the atom in bulk crystal are calculated by 
    the programs "sllsd" and "cgmain", respectively. The difference between these 
    energies is considered to be cohesive nergy, because it is defined as an energy for 
    isolating each atom from a bulk crystal. Using the cohesive nergy calculatedhere, 
    further evaluation of pseudopotential is performed. 
     The generation of pseudopotential wasrepeated until the evaluation results how good 
approximation. 
3) Calculation of electronic structure 
         After constructionof the pseudopotential was completed, force against each 
    atom, charge density and so on is calculated by the program "cgmain". Moreover, 
    band structure, density of states (DOS), surface states and local density of states 
   (LDOS) can be calculated using the outputs of "cgmain" by the following methods: 
    Regarding the band structure, the energy of each band at k-points are calculated by the 
    program "vboef ', and a unit of energy output by "vboef' is transformed from Hartree 
   (HR) to eV by the program "ngband". DOS can be obtained by running both 
    programs "band" and "dos". Using the program "vbwfn", the charge density (CD)of
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an arbitrary band at an arbitrary k-point is calculated, and the spatial 
electrons can be also computed. Therefore, the surface states and 
calculated simultaneously.
distribution 
LDOS can
of 
be
6.5 Al (001) Clean Surface 
6.5.1 Al Pseudopotential 
     Figure6-3shows the calculational results on the wave functions of 3s and 3p orbitals 
in an individual Al atom. The true wave function was obtained by calculating with all 13 
electrons of an Al atom (all-electron method), and the pseudo wave function was calculated 
with the approximation using the pseudo-potential constructed in this study. The radius in 
the abscissa nd the cut-off radius indicate the distance from the center of atomic nucleus and 
the radius of the inner-shell area, respectively. At the radius is smaller than the cut-off 
radius of 1.95 a.u. (1.03A), both true wave functions of 3s and 3p orbitals how complicated
C 
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C m 
t3
         3p true wave function 
3p pseudo 
wave function j 
               3s true wave function
            3s pseudo wavefunction
cut-off radius 
   =1.95 a.u.
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                              1 a.u. = 0.53 A 
Figure 6-3 True and pseudo wave functions of 3p and 3s orbitals in an Al 
atom; true and pseudo wave functions are calculated with all-electron method 
and with the approximations using pseudopotential, respectively.
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Table 6-1 Comparison of the energies regarding 3s and 3p orbitals calculated by all-electron 
and pseudopotential methods.
Electron
configuration
3s orbital energy 3p orbital energy
All-electron method
Pseudo-potential
method
All-electron method
Pseudo-potential
method
3s2 3p' -0 .287108 -0.287191 -0.102780 -0.102795
3s° 5 3p° -1.046654 -1.030388 -0.795269 -0 .783272
3s' 3p1 -0.576504 -0 .574871 -0 .362097 -0 .361257
3s° 3p2 -0.602574 -0.599249 -0.384253 -0.382600
3 s2 3p° -0.547468 -0.547018 -0 .336940 -0.336672
shapes, while the pseudo wave functions become smooth. On the other hand, at the radii 
lager than 1.95 a.u., both of the pseudo wave functions of 3s and 3p orbitals agree well with 
the true wave functions, respectively. It was found that the calculational results on the 
wave functions of 3s and 3p orbitals in the radii lager than 1.95 a.u. using the constructed 
pseudopotential are consistent with those of all-electron method. 
     The calculations on energies of 3s and 3p orbitals were conducted both by all-electron 
method and the pseudopotential method, with a variety of electron configurations in 3s and 3p 
orbitals. The results are summarized in Table 6-1. Both 3s and 3p orbital energies 
calculated by the pseudopotential method are consistent with those calculated by the all-
electron method with the error of a few percent. Therefore, it was confirmed that the 
orbital energies calculated by the pseudopotential constructed in this study can provide the 
similar results of the all-electron method. 
     Since these results were calculated on an isolated Al atom, it was doubted whether or 
not the approximation by the constructed pseudopotential could reproduce the electronic 
structure of Al bulk. Therefore, the electronic structure of Al bulk was calculated using the 
pseudopotentials, and the calculational results were compared with those reported previously. 
In the calculation of the electronic structure of the Al bulk, it should be confirmed that the 
convergence of the total energy against input parameters of cut-off energy, lattice constant, 
bulk modulus and cohesive energy. Figure 6-4 shows the cut-off energy dependence of the 
total energy. The cut-off energy is one of the most important input parameters and directly 
influences to the number of plane-waves which consists of a wave function. The cut-off 
energy is taken to be as large as possible, with considering the approximation of the true wave
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functions and the calculation time. In this study, the cut-off energy was determined to be 
25 Ry from the convergence of the total energy shown in Figure 6-4, and this value was used 
in the following calculations on Al bulk. 
     The lattice constant, he bulk modulus and the cohesive nergy of Al bulk were 
calculated using the constructed pseudopotential. The lattice constant was obtained as 
follows; the total energies were calculated with the different eight lattice constants as shown 
in Figure 6-5. Then, they were fitted by a square function, and the lattice constant was 
decided to be 7.519 a.u. (3.979A) where the total energy became aminimum value. As for 
the bulk modulus, it was obtained to be 87 GPa by fitting the calculated value using 
Murnaghan's equation as shown in Figure 6-6. Table 6-2 shows the comparison of the 
calculated values with the experimental data [12]. It is important to evaluate the reliability 
of calculated results by comparing between the calculated and experimental values [12-15]. 
Especially, the reproducibility of lattice constant is the most important, and it is recognized 
that the calculation results are reliable if the relative error of a calculated value to the 
experimental data is within 1 % [15]. As for the bulk modulus, it is often reported that the 
error reaches everal percent even in the case of reliable computations [15]. In this study, 
the errors of the calculated values on lattice constant and bulk modulus are within 1.02 % and 
3.58 %, respectively. Note that the experiment was made at room temperature, while the
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Table 6-2 Comparison of lattice constant, bulk modulus and cohesive energy calculated 
and obtained experimentally.
Lattice constant
[A]
Bulk modulus
[GPa]
Cohesive enregy
[Ry/atom]
Calculation 3.979 87 0.309
Experiment 4.02 84 0.25
Tolerance(%) 1.02 3.58 23.6
calculated values were those at 0 K. According to the report on thermal expansion of the Al 
lattice by Andrew [16], lattice constant decreased lineally with decreasing the temperature. 
It is expected that the lattice constant calculated here is 0.2 - 0.3 % smaller than that at room 
temperature. Therefore, our calculational results using the pseudopotential constructed 
here are considered tobe reliable. On the other hand, the cohesive nergy calculated in this 
study shows large error with the experimental data. This is attributed toLDA used in this 
calculation. Moreover, when an electronic structure isobtained by LDA, there is a problem 
that the calculation result on excited states is not reliable [17]. However, the electronic 
structure we need to know on this exoemission research is that at a few eV above the Fermi 
level (EF), where the exoelectron traps are expected. Since the calculation using the LDA 
method can provide the electronic structure at around the ground states precisely, our 
theoretical consideration i this study considered to be reasonable and will give important 
information to clarify the mechanism ofexoemission. 
     The band structures on the Al bulk calculated by the pseudopotential method are 
shown in Figure 6-7 (a). For comparison, the computational results reported previously by 
Singhal et al. [18] is also indicated in Figure 6-7 (b). The assignments in the abscissa 
correspond tothose indicated in Figure 6-8. K, Wand so on are the symmetry points in the 
first Brillouin Zone of a face centered cubic lattice. It has been recognized that the energy 
dispersion of the bands is trustworthy, even though the absolute nergies calculated by LDA 
are meaningless [19]. Therefore, the longitude in Figure 6-7 (a) indicates the relative
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energy to EF. It is found that he band dispersion calculated inthis study (Figure 6-7 (a)) is 
in very good agreement with that obtained by Shinghal et al. (Figure 6-7 (b)). In Figure 6-7 
(a), the lowest band, which corresponds to 3s orbital, locates below EF, while the second 
lowest band, 3p orbital, intersects EF. This is caused by partly electron occupation of 3p,
and one of the characteristic features of an 
electronic structure in a metal. From these 
results, it is concluded that our calculation 
result regarding Al bulk is trustworthy. 
    Also, the comparison ofDOS of Al bulk 
was carried out. Figures 6-9 (a) and (b) 
show DOS obtained in this study and reported 
by Lee et al. [20], respectively. The abscissa 
of Figure 6-9 (a) were marked to be zero at EF. 
It was found that our calculation gave the same 
results as that by Lee et al., i. e., there exists 
three peaks in DOS at 4 eV below EF, while the 
distribution of DOS from 6 to 12 eV below EF
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is smooth which reflects free electron-like electronic states of Al bulk. 
     From these discussion, it was confirmed that the electronic structure of Al bulk can be 
reproduced by our calculation using the constructed pseudopotential.
6.5.2 Electronic Structure 
 A. Supercell Structures 
     It was confirmed in the previous ection that our calculational results of the electronic 
structure on Al bulk using the constructed pseudopotential were reliable. However, since 
the exoemission took place on a solid surface, the calculation of electronic structure has to be 
performed regarding an Al surface. It has been known that the axis of an Al tip, which was 
used in the previous FSE experiment, has the orientation of [001] due to the anisotropy of the 
etching rate in electrochemical etching [211, and it was also confirmed by FIM experiment
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Figure 6-10 A supercell containing 7 layers of Al (001) and 5 layers of the vacuum 
regions. Mono-layer corresponds to 3.98A (lattice spacing of Al (001)).
[22]. Therefore, in this theoretical study, the electronic structure of Al (001) surface was 
calculated. 
     Generally, in order to calculate the surface lectronic structure by the first-principles 
calculation, supercells containing the slab of solid and the vacuum region are used [23-25]. 
Figure 6-10 shows the supercell that consisted of 7 layers of Al (001) and 5 layers of vacuum 
region. Note that a layer corresponds to lattice spacing of Al (001), 3.98A, which was 
obtained by our calculation as described in the previous ection. Before the calculation of 
electronic structure of Al (001) surface, it was necessary to confirm that he total energy was 
converged sufficiently against input parameters, that is, thickness of vacuum region, cut-off 
energy and number of sample k-point. The sample k-point means the calculated point in 
reciprocal space, and therefore, accuracy of the calculation becomes higher, as the number of 
sample k-point becomes greater. As for the thickness of vacuum region, if it is not enough 
large, an incorrect calculational result may be obtained because of the interaction of two 
opposite surfaces through vacuum region. Table 6-3 indicates the summary of the 
calculation results of the total energy convergence. In these calculations, the thickness of 
Al slab was taken to be 3 layers. In the LDA method, an absolute value of the calculated
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Table 6-3 Total energy convergence against the input parameters of the thickness of 
vacuum region, cut-off energy and number of sample k-point.
Thickness of vacuum region
[layers]
1 3 5
AE,0, [meV] 53.531 27.494 27.413
Cut-off energy [Ry] 16.0 25.0 36.0
AE., [meV] 28.85 27.41 27.04
Number of sample k-points 450 722 1058
AE,ot [meV] 37.99 27.41 24.17
energy is meaningless, while the energy dispersion is correct, as described in the previous 
section. In order to evaluate the convergence of total energy, the difference in the total 
energies between two different surfaces was compared. The energy difference, AE,, can be 
defined as the following equation, 
       tot = Ea - Eb (6-49) 
     Ea: total energy on Al (001) without surface relaxation. 
    Eb: total energy on Al (001) with the first interlayer distance reduced by 3 % against Al 
    (001) lattice spacing. 
As shown in Table 6-3, AEto, kept constant when the vacuum region exceeds over 3 layers 
thickness. Since the thickness of vacuum region was one of the most important parameters 
to affect he supercell size, it was determined tobe 5 layers where the better-converged r sult 
was obtained. The convergences of AE,,, against variations of cut-off energy and number of 
sample k-point were checked as well with the supercell containing 3 layers of Al slab and 5 
layers of vacuum region. As for the cut-off energy, 25 Ry was decided because tXE 
converged well with this cut-off energy. Number of sample k-point is the parameter
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relating directly to the calculation time. According to Kwak's report on the electronic 
structure of W (110) surface calculated by first-principles method [26], even 392 sample k-
points gave well-converged results. Therefore, in this study, the calculation was performed 
at 722 k-points, with considering the convergence of AE,,,, shown in Table 6-3 and the 
calculation time.
B. Surface Relaxation 
     In a bulk, an atom is stabilized ue to interactions of coordinating atoms. However, 
since coordinating number in a surface is different from that of a bulk, an atom is unstable at 
the equilibrium position in the bulk. Therefore, the atom moves toward new equilibrium 
position, and the atomic structure at the surface is different from a bulk. The change of 
surface structure is categorized into surface relaxation and surface rearrangement. In the 
case of a metal, it has been known that surface relaxation takes place in most of metals. On 
the other hand, surface rearrangement was observed only on the clean surfaces of some metals, 
for example, W (001) [27] and Au (011) [28]. 
     As for the Al surface, it has been reported that surface rearrangement does not take 
place and surface relaxation is only observed [29-33]. Table 6-4 summarizes the 
experimental reports on surface rearrangement of Al surfaces at (111) [22], (001) [33], or 
(110) [34,35] surfaces. The Ad,,, indicates the relative change of interlayer distance 
between m th and n th layers with regard to the lattice spacing of a bulk. On Al (001) 
surface studied in this study, surface relaxation was not observed [33]. The thickness of Al 
slab in the supercell was determined by comparing our calculation results on surface
Table 6-4 Surface relaxations on Al (111), (001) and (110) crystal planes
Crystal
plane
1 d12 (%) Ld23 (%) Ref.
(111) 0.9 ± 0.5 N/A Zingg [22]
(001) 0.0 N/A Stampfl [33]
(110)
-8 .5 ± 1.0
-8.6± 0.8
5.5 ± 1.1
5.0 ± 1.1
Taraschi [34]
Ratsch [35]
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relaxation structure with the experimental data. 
     The calculations were performedusing the supercells containing 5 layers of vacuum 
region and Al slab raging from 5 to 9 layers. As described earlier, it is necessary that the 
cut-off energy and the number of sample k-point are determined on each system. Table 6-5 
shows the calculation results on the total energy convergence against variations of cut-off 
energy and number of sample k-point. It was found that the difference in AE,,, of the 
calculational results with 578 and 882 k-points was about at least 6 meV. Though the 
convergence of E01 calculated at 882 k-points may not be sufficient, 882 k-points were chosen 
as a calculation point, with considering a calculation time. Also, the difference of AE,,,, in 
the cut-off energies of 25 and 36 Ry was found to be lower than 1 meV. Therefore, since it 
was considered that the cut-off energy of 25 Ry provided well-converged results, the cut-off 
energy was decided to be 25 Ry in this study. 
     The structure of surface relaxation was calculated using the cut-off energy of 25 Ry, 
882 k-points and 5 layers of vacuum region as determined above. The calculational results 
are summarized inTable 6-6. Also, the calculational results reported by Cox et al. [36] and 
Bohnen et al. [37] and the experimental result by LEED [33] are shown in Table 6-6. It is 
found that Ad12 decreases as Al slab in a supercell becomes thicker. Ad12 was calculated to 
be 0.41 % when the Al slab was taken to be 9 layers, and it could reproduce the experimental 
value better than the other calculation results reported. From these results, the thickness of 
Al slab in this study was decided to be 9 layers. 
     The effect of surface relaxation onthe electronic structure of Al surface was examined. 
Figures 6-11 (a) and (b) show the band structures ofAl (001) surface with and without surface 
relaxation, respectively. The abscissa corresponds to the coordinate on surface Brillouin 
zone in reciprocal space as shown in Figure 6-12. There are some differences of energy 
dispersion between the band structures of the relaxed and the unrelaxed surfaces. 
Moreover, the comparison of charge distribution (CD) of valence lectrons was performed on 
those surfaces. Figures 6-13 (a) and (b) illustrate the CD of unrelaxed and relaxed Al (001) 
surfaces, respectively. In this figure, the open circles indicate the Al atoms. The dark 
area corresponds to the area at high electron density. It was found that no remarkable 
change of CD was seen on both of the unrelaxed and relaxed surface. Finally, total DOS of 
the unrelaxed and relaxed surface were compared, and the calculational results on DOS are
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Table 6-5 Total energy difference, AE,,,,, calculated with variations of thickness of Al slab, cut-off 
energy and number of sample k-point.
Thickness
of Al slab
[layers]
cutoff Fn
[Ry]
Number of sample
k-points
A E,0, [mev]
5
25.0 578 36.78
25.0 882 30.36
36.0 882 29.97
7
25.0 578 10.21
25.0 882 16.11
36.0 882 15.75
9
25.0 578 8.25
25.0 882 10.36
36.0 882 10.21
Table 6-6 The surface relaxation calculated in this study with variations of Al slab layer. For 
comparison, the results obtained by Cox, Bohnen and the LEED experiment are also shown.
Number of
Al slab
Ad12(%) 0d23(%) Od34(%) zd45(%)
Al 3 lyaers 2.4
Al 5 layers 2.5 0.06
All layers 0.74 0.22 -0 .66
Al 9 layers 0.41 0.60 -0 .66 -0 .14
CoX39) -0 .44 -0 .12 0.11 0.10
empirical method
Al 11-layers
Bohnenao) 1.2±0.4 0.2±0.4 -0.1±0.4
pseudo-potential
method
Al 15-layers
Experiment'') 0
measured by
LEED
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shown in Figures 6-14 (a) and (b). The energy shown in the horizontal axis is shifted to be 
EF = 0. DOS of the Al (001) surface is quite different from that of Al bulk (Figure 6-9); 
there are fine structures near EF which reflects the existence of surface states. However, the 
difference between the DOS of the unrelaxed and relaxed surfaces is not obvious. It is 
found from these calculational results that the electronic structure of the relaxed Al (001) 
surface is similar to that of the unrelaxed surface. Therefore, the surface relaxation 
calculated here (Table 6-6) would be caused by calculation errors. In this study, it is 
concluded that surface relaxation does not take place on Al (001), which agree with the 
experimental result by LEED. 
C. Surface States 
     The surface states on Al (001) calculated in this study were also evaluated by 
comparing the experimental results. The supercell consisting of9 layers of Al slab and 5 
layers of vacuum region was used in this calculation. Figure 6-15 shows the computational 
result obtained in this study. The
dotted lines and open circles illustrate 
the band structure as shown in Figure 
6-11 and the surface states of Al (001), 
respectively. Surface states are 
defined as the states in which more 
than 60 % of electrons were localized 
within 2 layers from the outmost 
surface. The occupied level among 
the surface states can be measured 
experimentally by angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy (AR-
PES). The surface states on Al 
(001) experimentally examined by 
AR-PES were reported by Hansson et 
al. [38]. The experimental result is
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referred in Figure 6-16 (a), and the calculational result obtained in this study is also shown in 
Figure 6-16 (b). Although similar surface states appear below EF in both Figures 6-16 (a) 
and (b), there exists a pair of surface states in the computational result. A similar esult was 
reported by Krakauer et al. [39]. The pair of bands is considered ue to the symmetric and 
anti-symmetric states [39]. At F point, the mean energy of a pair of surface states hown 
in Figure 6-16 (b) was calculated to be -2.95 eV, and it was consistent with that of the 
experimental value of -2.75 eV obtained by AR-PES [38]. It was concluded from these 
discussions that the calculational results in this study reproduced the electronic structure on Al 
(001) surface.
D. Discussion 
     It has been recognized that exoemission is related to the surface states induced by the 
perturbation on a solid surface, for example, adsorption, mechanically treatment, defect and 
so on [40-42]. However, the relationship between the origin of exoemission and the 
electronic structure on the surface has been not clarified yet. It was considered in the two-
process model [43,44] that the trap levels of electrons were formed above EF when an Al
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Figure 6-17 Calculated result on local density of states (LDOS) on Al (001) 
surface, which shows the energy distribution of electrons existing within 2 
layers from the topmost surface.
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surface was scratched. The electrons emitted from those traps were observed as a PSE of 
electrons. However, the trap levels have not been identified. Since the electronic 
structure on the surface can be obtained in the calculation, it will be possible to confirm 
whether or not the origin of exoemission is related to the electronic structure. At first, the 
possibility of exoemission from a clean Al (001) surface was discussed inthis study. 
     In order to recognize the energy distribution of electrons at the surface, LDOS of Al 
(001) surface was calculated. The supercell used in this calculation contained 9 layers of 
Al slab and 5 layers of vacuum region. Figure 6-17 shows the calculational result. 
LDOS in this study is defined as the electronic state that exist within 2 layers from the 
outmost surface. It has been expected that trap levels of exoelectrons were formed above 
EF [43,44]. From Figure 6-17, summits of the unoccupied states at 0.5 and 1.3 eV above EF 
are considered as an origin of the trap level. According to classical statistical mechanics, 
the thermal energy received by electrons i estimated approximately to be several times higher 
than kBT (kB: Boltzmann's constant) [45]. Therefore, in order to excite the electrons from 
EF to such states thermally, as assumed in two-process model, temperature of as high as 
several thousands degrees has to be introduced. However, exoemission of electrons was 
observed even at room temperature in the previous experiments. At room temperature, 
since kBT equals 0.026 eV, the energy received by electron is considered to be too low to 
excite electrons to the trap level. It is concluded on the basis of the two-process model that 
exoemission from a clean Al (001) surface would not be observed, because such unoccupied 
states at 0.5 and 1.3 eV above EF is too high to become traps of exoelectrons. 
     In summary, the Al pseudopotential constructed here is evaluated and it was concluded 
that he calculation on the electronic structure of Al (001) surface carried out in this study can 
reproduce the experimental results. Based upon two-process model, exoemission from a 
clean Al (001) surface would not take place since there is no activation energy to pump the 
electrons up to the trap levels.
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                        oxygen            position            p 
length was calculated to be 1.262 A using the 
constructed oxygen pseudopotential. This is 
close enough to the experimental value of 1.207 
A [46]. Therefore, oxygen pseudopotential 
constructed in this study is considered to 
provide good approximation of the electronic 
property of oxygen atom. 
     The calculation of the electronic 
structure of oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface 
was conducted using the supercell containing 9
layers of Al slab as shown in Figure 6-18. As 
for the cut-off energy and the number of sample 
k-point, 25 Ry and 882 points were taken, which 
were the same as those in the calculation of Al. 
However, since oxygen atom is located on the 
Al surface, it is necessary that the thickness of 
vacuum region is evaluated individually.
6.6 Oxygen Adsorbed Al(001) Surface 
 6.6.1 Surface Structure Model 
     In order to calculate the electronic structure of oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface, the 
pseudopotential of oxygen atom must be constructed. The ultrasoft pseudopotential for 
oxygen atom was generated from the reference configuration of2S2 p' with a cut-off radius of 
1.3 a.u. (0.7 A) both for the s and p orbitals. The cut-off energy was taken to be 25 Ry. 
Thus, the method to construct the oxygen pseudopotential was the same as that of Al, while 
the evaluation was different. In general, apseudopotential of a gas atom such as oxygen 
was not evaluated by the reproducibility of lattice constant but by the bond length of the 
molecule. The calculation of the bond length of an oxygen molecule was performed to 
evaluate the constructed pseudopotential of oxygen atom. In this calculation, the supercell 
with the size of 25 a.u. x 25 a.u. x 40 a.u. was used. The bond length was obtained from 
                              atomsinto the supercell. The most stablebond                   of two the m st s able
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G
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Figure 6-18 Supercell used in the simulation 
of oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface.
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Table 6-7 Interaction between two oxygen atom with inter-atomic 
distance of 10 and 20 a.u.
Inter-atomic
distance [a.u.]
Interactive force
[HIUa.u.]
10.00 3.73 X 10.4
20.00 4.46 X 10.6
1 a.u. = 0.530 A
Namely, the vacuum region has to be taken large enough to neglect he interaction with 
oxygen atoms on the counter surface. In order to determine the thickness of vacuum region, 
the interaction between isolated two oxygen atoms in the supercell was examined with 
different inter-atomic distance. Table 6-7 shows the interactive force between two oxygen 
atoms at the inter-atomic distance of 10 a.u. (5.29 A) and 20 a.u. (10.58 A). In the previous 
calculation to optimize the relaxed structure of Al (001), the interactive force became lower 
than 3.0 x 10' HR/a.u. when Al atom was in the most stable position. Based upon the same 
criterion, it is considered that the interaction between two oxygen atoms is small enough to 
neglect when the inter-atomic distance is 20 a.u. Therefore, the vacuum region was taken 
to be 7 layers, which corresponds toabout 26 a.u. in the following calculations. 
     The adsorption site of oxygen atom on Al (001) surface was also important parameter 
to perform the calculation. Three sites shown in Figure 6-19 are considered as adsorption 
sites. There are many theoretical nd experimental reports on. the adsorption site of oxygen 
atom on Al (001) surface, and the conclusion was that oxygen atom was adsorbed at long-
bridge site shown in Figure 6-19 [47,48]. In this study, the long-bridge site was chosen as 
an adsorption site of oxygen atom. On the other hand, there is no unified interpretation f 
the adsorption height of the oxygen atom at the long-bridge site. In this calculation, the 
adsorption height relative to the topmost Al atom (shad) was calculated from the total energy 
of the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface. Figure 6-20 shows the calculated total energy for 
various adsorption heights of oxygen, shad. The total energy decreased with increasing 
shad, and it gave minimum value at shad = 0.589 A. Namely, the stable position of the
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adsorbed oxygen atom is calculated to be 0.589 A higher than the topmost Al atom. The 
experimental results regarding the adsorption sites of oxygen atom on Al (001) through the 
work function measurements [49] or through the extended appearance-potential fine-structure 
analysis [50] suggested &liad = 0 A. The difference in Ahad = 0.589 A and Ohad = 0 A 
corresponds to that in bond length of 2.5 %. Also, the other computational results by the 
first-principles-based calculations were reported to be Ahad = 1.56 A [51] or Lhad = 1.06 A 
[52]. It was, therefore, concluded that the present results fitted the experimental results 
within the error of 2.5 %. Thus, 1\had =0.589 A was used in the following calculations.
 6.6.2 Electronic Structure 
     The electronic structure of the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface was calculated by the 
surface model constructed above in Section 6.6.1. Figure 6-21 demonstrates the band 
structure of the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface. Compared with the band structure of a 
clean Al (001) surface, which is illustrated in Figure 6-11, new bands indicated by arrows are 
obvious. They are assigned to be 0 2s and 0 2p orbitals. Though three 0 2p bands are 
seen in Figure 6-21, only two bands hould appear for oxygen because of 4 electrons in 0 2p 
orbital. The extra 0 2p band in Figure 6-21 is considered ue to the electron transfer from 
Al 3s or Al 3p to 0 2p orbital. The similar results were also reported by Batra that electron 
in Al atom was transferred to oxygen atom when oxygen atom adsorption took place on Al 
(001) surface [53]. 
     The surface states of the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface were calculated by the 
same method escribed in Section 6.5.2.B. The surface states of the oxygen-adsorbed Al 
(001) are presented by filled circles in Figure 6-22. It was obvious from the comparison 
with the result on a clean surface shown in Figure 6-15 that he surface states were increased 
due to oxygen atom adsorption. The surface states attributed to 0 2p orbital distribute at 
around 10 eV below EF. According to the experimental results using photoemission, it was 
reported that the energy distribution of electrons in 0 2p orbital was expanded to 10 eV below 
EF when the oxygen atom was adsorbed on Al (001) surface [54,55]. The present result on 
the surface state of the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) showed good agreement with the
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experimental results. 
     The CD on oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface was calculated by the method as 
described in 6.5.2.B and compared with that of a clean Al (001) surface. Figures 6-23 (a) 
and (b) illustrate (100) cross section of CD on the clean and the oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) 
surface, respectively. Two lower panels how the top view of CD at Al (001). It is found 
that CD increases around oxygen atoms. This increase of CD is caused by the surface 
states introduced by the oxygen adsorption as described above, and it is obvious that electrons 
are transferred from Al atom to oxygen atom.
6.6.3 Discussion 
     An emission mechanism of exoelectrons was constructed on the basis of the 
computational results of the first-principles calculation described above. The energy 
distribution of the surface states was examined at the clean and at the oxygen-adsorbed Al 
(001) surfaces by calculating LDOS. The results are indicated in Figure 6-24. The dotted 
and solid lines represent LDOS of the clean and oxygen-adsorbed Al(001) surface, 
respectively. EFc and EFO indicate the EF of these surfaces. It was reported by Gresptad et 
al. that the work function of a clean Al (001) surface was 4.4 eV, i.e., EFc was decided to be 
located at 4.4 eV below vacuum level [56]. The EF of the oxygen-adsorbed surface (EFO) 
locates 0.6 eV higher than that of the clean surface (EFc) due to the decrease inwork function 
[57,58]. It is obvious in Figure 6-24 that both occupied and unoccupied surface states near 
EF are increased by oxygen adsorption. It is widely known that exoemission due to gas 
adsorption on a metal surface is usually observed at the initial stage of the adsorption [59-61]. 
On the Al (001) surface, it was reported that islands of adsorbed oxygen atoms were formed at 
the initial stage of oxidation [57,62,63]. Since the formation of oxygen-islands leads to a 
local work function decrease as shown in Figure 6-24, the mean Fermi level (EFT) over the 
partially oxidized surface moves from EFC to EFO depending on the fraction of the oxygen-
islands. Therefore, even when the stimulating energy, which is lower than the mean work 
function, was introduced to Al (001) surface at the initial stage of oxygen adsorption, the 
electrons at the shadowed area in Figure 6-24 might be emitted as exoelectrons. This 
emission model was labeled the low work function patch (LWP) model. A similar emission
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mechanism of exoelectrons has been proposed for PSE from oxygen-adsorbed Mg surfaces 
[59]. However, we have demonstrated that the LWP model may be applied to exoemission 
from Al tip surface. 
     An attempt to compare the computational results obtained in this study with the 
previous experimental results has been made. The detail of the experiment has been reported 
in the literature [3], however, brief description is written here. In order to apply a high 
electric field in the order of 109 V/m, an electrochemically etched Al tip (99.9999% pure) was 
used as a sample. The total energy distribution (TED) of field stimulated exoelectrons from 
the Al tip surface were examined at room temperature in UHV of 4 x 10-10 torr. Figure 6-25 
shows the TED of exoelectrons from the Al surface after annealing treatment. It shows 
bimodal spectrum, i.e., peaks at 4.0 and 3.8 eV below the vacuum level were obvious before 
oxygen exposure. The oxygen exposure of 900 L led to a new peak at 3.6 eV and also 
enhanced the peak at 4.0 eV. The conclusion was that exoelectrons at3.6 eV and 4.0 eV 
below the vacuum level originated from oxygen adsorption [3]. In that experiment, the Al 
tip was annealed at 420 K for 30 min. According to the report by Lauderback et al., it was 
found that small amounts of adsorbed oxygen atoms remained on the Al (001) surface ven 
after the annealing treatment [64]. The mean work function of a polycrystalline Al surface, 
where small amounts of oxygen atoms remained, was measured tobe 4.2 eV [65]. Thus, EFx 
in our previous experiment was considered to be 4.2 eV below the vacuum level. From the 
literature [56], EFC and EFO were located to be 4.4 and 3.8 eV below the vacuum level, 
respectively. These values are reflected in Figure 6-24, and it is expected that an electron-
filled states at the partially oxygen-covered A1(001) surface (shadowed area in Figure 6-24) 
indicate apeak at 4.0 eV below vacuum level. The peak position of the electron-filled state 
(4.0 eV) explains one of the peak positions in the total energy distribution of exoelectrons 
measured experimentally (Figure 6-25). 
     FSE is a phenomenonthat exoelectrons are emitted from the surface where a high 
electric field (-109 V/m) is applied. This electric field is the same order of magnitude ofthat 
applied during the field emission or STM measurements. There is a possibility that the 
applied field to the surface during the FSE measurements may alter the electronic structure of 
the electron emitting surface. However, it has been confirmed that a similar phenomenon 
was observed even when Al surface was exposed to ultraviolet light on behalf of the high
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electric field [59]. Moreover, it has also been reported that he electron emission took place 
during the primary stage of oxidation of Mg even though the wavelength of the irradiating 
light was longer than the threshold of photoemission [59]. Grunberg also detected PSE 
during the oxidation of the abraded Al surfaces [66]. From these experimental results 
reported previously, we conclude that the effect of high electric field to the electronic 
structure of the Al surface may be negligible. Thus, we consider that it is reasonable to 
compare the experimental results on FSE from Al tips and the computational results reported 
herein. 
     As is described above, the LWP model based on the first-principles calculation 
explains the peak position of the exoelectrons emitted from the partially oxygen-adsorbed 
Al(001) surface. However, the LWP model can only be applicable to the stationary surface, 
and cannot describe the dynamics of the surface. This is the limitation of the LWP model 
which can not explain the dynamics of exoelectron emission such as storage ffect [43,44]. 
In order to construct a concrete mission model including surface dynamics, a molecular 
dynamics tudy based on the first-principles calculation under the effect of a high electric 
field may be required in future. 
     In summary, a computational study with the first-principles calculation was carried out 
in order to elucidate the origin of exoelectrons from Al tips. It was shown that the first-
principles calculation based on the ultrasoft pseudopotential c n reproduce the lattice constant 
and the surface band structure of Al measured by the experiment. From the comparison of 
LDOS at the clean and at the oxygen-adsorbed surfaces, the low work function patch (LWP) 
model was proposed as the exoemission model. The LWP model explained the peak position 
in TED of exoelectrons emitted from Al tips. Even though the dynamic behavior of 
exoemission is impossible to describe by the current LWP model, the effectiveness of
computational study on exoemissions has been demonstrated.
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6.7 Defected A1(001) Surface 
6.7.1 Supercell with a Point Defect 
     The supercell used in this calculation are shown in Figures 6-26 (a) and (b), which 
represent the models of a clean and defected A1(001) surface, respectively. These 
supercells contain 5 layers of Al slab and 5 layers of vacuum region, and are larger than that 
for the clean surface shown in Figure 6-10 so as to reproduce the effect of defect on the 
surface. In this calculation, the cut-off energy of 25 Ry and 338 k-points were used. In 
order to confirm that these parameters provide good approximation, the electronic structures 
of a clean Al(001) surface were calculated by the supercell shown in Figure 6-26 (a) and 
Figure 6-10 (or Figure 6-26 (c)). These supercells are labeled "L-cell" and "S-cell", 
respectively. Table 6-8 shows the total energy per atom. It is found that the total energy 
calculated using L-cell is consistent with that using S-cell. Also, CD was calculated using 
both cells, and the results are shown in Figure 6-27 (a) and (b). No difference was 
observed between these two results. Therefore, it was confirmed that he parameters ofthe 
cut-off energy of 25 Ry and 338 k-points used in this calculation also provided a good 
approximation f the electronic structure on the clean Al (001) surface.
Table 6-8 Comparison of total energy per an atom calculated 
using L-cell and S-cell.
I otal tnergy
[HR / atom]
L-cell -2 .0911
S-cell -2 .0913
6.7.2 Results and Discussion 
     The electronic structures of the clean and defected Al(001) surfaces were calculated 
using the supercells shown in Figures 6-26 (a) and (b). Figures 6-28 and 6-29 illustrate CD
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of valence lectrons on the clean and defected surfaces, respectively. In the Figure 6-29, 
CD was reduced at the point defect. Except for the defect site, there is no obvious change 
on CD among these surfaces. However, LDOS of the defected surface, which are the states 
of electrons existing within 2 layers from the outmost surface, were different from that of the 
clean surface. The calculation results on LDOS of the clean and defect surface are shown 
in Figure 6-30. The dotted and solid lines correspond to LDOS of these surfaces, 
respectively. Though the difference of the unoccupied states between these surfaces was 
not clearly seen, the occupied states of the defected surface became obviously higher than that 
of the clean surface. It is considered that he introduction ofpoint defect makes the surface 
energy high. Therefore, electrons with higher energy are increased, and consequently the 
occupied states of the defected surface near EF would become higher than those of the clean 
surface. In order to recognize the distribution of electrons uch high energies on the 
defected surface, CD was calculated. CD at the energies ranging from EF to -0.15 eV is 
shown in Figure 6-31. Figures 6-31 (a), (b) and (c) demonstrate CD of the cross section of
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Figure 6-30 LDOS the clean and defected surfaces, which are represented by the 
dotted and solid lines. LDOS mean the states of electrons existing within 2 layers 
from the topmost Al layer.
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(100), top view of the topmost (001) plane including X-Y line, and that of the second (001) 
plane including A-B line, respectively. From these figures, it is found that electrons with 
such higher energies do not exist at the point defect, while those electrons localize around the 
defect. 
    There is no report regarding the relationship between apoint defect and exoemission 
property on an Al surface, and it was, however, eported by Buck et al. that PSE occurred at 
the Al surface sputtered by argon ions [67]. When the photoemission property from the 
ion-sputtered Al surface were compared with that of the well-annealed surface, it was found 
that the ion-sputtered surface nhanced the photoemission yield three times greater than well-
annealed surface. They concluded that disorders on the surface induced by ion sputtering 
enhanced the photoemission yield. In our computational results, apoint defect on Al(001) 
surface induced the enhancement of the electron-filled states near EF. This calculational 
result obtained here explains the experimental result on the enhancement of photoelectron 
yield on the ion-sputtered surface. In summary, the increment of LDOS due to point 
defects on the surface was calculated in this study. The change in electronic structure may 
play a role as one of the origins of exoemission.
6.8 Stepped Al(001) Surface 
6.8.1 Structure Model 
     The electronic structure was calculated at the surface with atomic steps parallel to 
[110] direction as shown in Figure 6-32. When electronic structure of the low index plane 
with steps is calculated, the structure model of the high index plane consisted of such steps is 
used generally, as shown in Figure 6-33 [67-70]. This facilitates the calculation due to high 
symmetry in a supercell. In this calculation, the supercell represented bythe dotted line in 
Figure 6-33 was used. Namely, the electronic structure of Al(115) surface instead of 
stepped Al(001) surface was calculated. The parameters such as thickness of vacuum 
region, cut-off energy and the number of sample k-point were 13.4 A corresponding to 6.7 
layers of Al(001) lattice spacing, 25 Ry and 242 points, respectively. In order to obtain a
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shown in Figure 6-32.
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good approximation, the total energy convergence against hese parameters has to be 
confirmed. However, since the supercell used in this calculation was too large to evaluate 
the results by the methods explained in Section 6.5.2. Therefore, the computational results 
obtained by using the supercell were evaluated as follows. 
     In the case of face-centered cubic metal,the contribution of second nearest neighbor 
atoms to binding energy is weak. Therefore, if it is assumed that the binding energy 
depends on the number of nearest neighbor atoms, the change of surface energy can be 
estimated from the change of the counting nearest neighbor atoms on a surface. Based 
upon this assumption, the evaluation of the calculational result on the stepped Al(001) surface 
was applied. The results are summarized in Table 6-9, and all values are normalized by the 
number of the surface atom. The total energy difference between on Al bulk and on Al
Table 6-9 The evaluation of the reliability of the calculational results on 
the Al(001) stenned surface.
AE
(HR / atom)
AE.
(HR / atom)
Clean
surface
0.0082 0.005125
AE..
(HR / atom)
AEp
(HR / atom)
Defected
surface
0.0113 0.0111
Stepped
surface
0.00939 0.00950
AE:
AEu: 
AEex
AEP:
the difference of total energies between the Al(00l) bulk 
and the the clean Al (001) surface. 
the increased energy per one lost nearest-neighbor atom. 
the energy difference between bulk and defected or stepped 
surface calculated by AE,,, 
the energy difference between bulk and defected or stepped 
 surface obtained by the pseudopotential method.
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(001) clean surface, AE, was calculated to be 0.0082 [HR]. When the one nearest-
neighbor atom is removed, the increase of the total energy, AE, is estimated tobe 0.005125 
[HR]. Therefore, the total energy difference, AE, between on the bulk and the defect 
surface was calculated by AE. thus obtained, and compared with that, AEp, calculated by 
pseudopotential method. It is found that both of the values are in good agreement, and 
therefore, this evaluation method of the energy convergence is considered to be reasonable. 
The same evaluation is applied to the calculational results on the stepped Al(001) surface. 
The AEp between the clean and the stepped surfaces using the parameters described above is 
consistent with AEI between them. From this evaluation, it was confirmed that the 
vacuum region of 13.4 A, the cut-off energy of 25 Ry and 242 k-points gave a well-converged 
result. 
     Moreover, further evaluation of our computational result was made by the comparison 
of CD in valence lectrons. Figures 6-34 (a) and (b) show the CD of the stepped and clean 
Al(001) surfaces, respectively. Inside the second layer from the stepped surface, CD is 
similar to that of the clean surface. Therefore, our calculational result regarding the 
stepped surface is considered tobe accurate.
6.8.2 Electronic Structure 
     The electronic structure of the stepped A1(001) surface was calculated by the 
pseudopotential method using the supercell shown in Figure 6-33. Figure 6-35 (a) 
demonstrates LDOS of the stepped and clean surfaces. The solid and dotted lines represent 
LDOS of these surfaces, respectively. LDOS of the stepped surface is defined as a state 
existing in the surface region outside the hatched area illustrated in Figure 6-35 (b). In the 
occupied state region, there was slight increase of LDOS just below EF, which labeled `A-
peak', while a great increment of LDOS at 0.4 eV above EF was seen in unoccupied states, 
which labeled `B peak'. In order to examine the origins of these increase in LDOS, the 
spatial distributions of electrons with the states labeled `A' and `B' were calculated. The 
computational result on the A -peak distribution is shown in Figure 6-36. It is found that
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these states consisting the peak "A" exist mainly at a terrace region. On the other hand, 
unoccupied states, which consists the peak "B", localize clearly at steps as shown in Figure 6-
37. Especially, these states distribute over not the bottom atoms of steps labeled `C', but 
the topmost atoms of steps labeled `D'. The D-atoms are less stable than the C-atoms, 
because D-atoms have 5 dangling bonds while C-atoms have 2. Therefore, it was 
recognized that B -peak in LDOS states were originated to unstable D-atoms located the steps.
6.8.3 Discussion 
     On the Al surfaces, many reports have been made on the PSE phenomena. 
Especially, regarding a scratched Al surface, PSE property has been examined in detail [71-
77]. Since it is supposed that a scratched Al surface contains many atomic steps, which 
might be considered to be one of origins of PSE. In our computational results, the 
characteristic change of the electronic structure due to an atomic step on the Al(001) surface 
was obtained. In this part, the effect of steps on PSE was discussed. 
     PSE is the emission phenomenon bserved even when the stimulating light energy is 
even lower than the threshold of photoemission (work function). At the beginning, it is 
necessary to understand the effect of the atomic step on work function. Though there has 
been no experimental study on work function of the stepped Al surface, it was theoretically 
reported by Ishida et al. that the work function decreased linearly with the step density [78]. 
The change of workfunction was calculated by the following equation, 
   0q = 47rd1 xw + xti 
where dl , x,, and xh represent the perpendicular component of dipole moment on a step, 
width of the step and height of the step, respectively. In the case of our surface structure 
model illustrated in Figure 6-33, A0 was estimated to be 0.12 eV. Therefore, only when 
the atomic steps exist on the Al(001) surface, photoemission occurred by the stimulating 
energy 0.12 eV lower than workfunction. Moreover, in the case of PSE, two-photon 
photoemission process is also suggested. In our calculation results, the unoccupied state of 
Al(001) stepped surface at 0.4 eV above EF increased greatly against that of the clean surface 
as shown in Figure 6-34 (a). The energy diagram of electrons on stepped A1(00 I) surface is
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Figure 6-38 Emission model of PSE from the stepped Al 
two-photon photoemission process.
0 
Vacuum level
surface based upon
illustrated in Figure 6-38. According to this figure, even when light with the energy larger 
than 3.88 eV, which is lower than the work function of clean Al(001) surface, is introduced, 
electrons which already pumped up to the unoccupied states (labeled `A') can be emitted to 
vacuum (labeled `B') through two-photon photoemission process. Actually, it was reported 
that he energy distribution of photoelectrons from the Al surface was shifted about 0.6 eV to 
lower energy due to scratching [72]. Moreover, it was observed that electron emission 
from the states induced by steps, which was located above the photoelectric threshold energy, 
took place on Si(111) 2x1 surface through two-photon photoemission process [79]. 
Therefore, the emission model proposed here, based upon two-photon photoemission process, 
is reasonable toexplain PSE phenomenon from scratched Al surface, and it is concluded that 
the surface step is one of exoemission origins. 
     On the other hand, the tip surface, which is used as a specimen of FSE, is consisted of 
many Al(001) steps. Therefore, such steps may contribute to FSE from Al tips. 
According to experimental TED of exoelectrons from the Al tip shown in Figure 6-25, oxygen
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exposure caused the enhancement of the peak intensity at -4.0 eV below vacuum level. In 
contrast, he other peak intensity at -3.8 eV below vacuum level did not affect the oxygen 
exposure [3]. Therefore, the origin of this peak at -3.8 eV below vacuum level is 
considered to be intrinsic nature of the tip surface, for example, impurity, point defect, step 
and so on. In this calculational study, it was concluded that the surface steps on Al (001) 
surface induced the enhancement of the unoccupied states at -3.88 eV below vacuum level, 
with considering the decrease of work function due to the steps (see Figure 6-38). The 
peak position of unoccupied states induced by surface steps is close to the peak, which was 
not influenced by oxygen adsorption, in experimental TED of exoelectrons from Al tips. If 
electrons are excited from EF to such unoccupied states and lifetime of trapped electron is log 
enough, the surface steps on Al (001) would be one of the origins of FSE from Al tips.
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     Chapter 7 
Concluding Remarks
     Exoemission phenomenon has been studied for about a century since it was discovered. 
The various investigations on this phenomenon have been performed in order to apply 
exoemission to the industrial field. Particularly, the applications to radiation dosimetry, 
non-destructive t sting of the surface and surface analysis have been expected greatly. 
However, the exoemission has not been utilized contrary to such highly industrial 
expectations, since the relationship between the exoemission properties and the status of the 
emitting surface has not been elucidate in detail. Most of the studies on the exoemission 
reported previously were performed in macroscopic view, and the quantitative discussions 
were not achieved. In order to interpret the exoemission phenomena quantitatively, it is 
essential to identify the emitting surface with extremely high resolution. In the FSE study, 
the specimen surface can be evaluated by FIM and FEM with atomic resolution. The 
attempt to apply the surface analyses with atomic resolution such as FIM and FEM to the 
exoemission research ave never been performed, and this study is the world's first report on 
such experiments. From the measurements of FSE from the annealed W surfaces, the 
following results were obtained; 
1) FSE does not occur on the ideal W surface prepared by field evaporation. 
2) The annealing treatment ofthe W tip at 800 K leads to FSE at around 300 K. This 
   FSE phenomenon indicated agood reproducibility. 
3) The FSE from the annealed W tip shows a temperature d pendence. Namely, the 
    FSE was observed at the temperature b tween 200 and 450 K, and the intensity of the 
    FSE showed a summit at around 300 K. 
4) The peak temperature depended not on the annealing time, but on the annealing 
    temperature. 
5) The applied voltage dependence of FSE was different from that of the steady-state fi ld
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    emission. 
Using FIM and FEM, the electron-emitting surface could be identified with atomic resolution, 
and the results are as follows: 
6) The pyramid protrusions were formed on { 111 } faces of the W tip surface by the 
    annealing treatment a higher than 800 K. 
7) The structural transformation of such pyramid protrusions took place at the 
    temperatures between 200 and 400 K. Namely, it was considered that the height of 
    such a protrusion was lowered when the tip temperature was increased from 200 to 400 
    K. The temperature where this structural transformation occurred was in a good 
    agreement with that of FSE. 
Moreover, the spatial distribution of FSE from the annealed W tip was investigated by FSE-
images, and the following results were obtained: 
8) The intensity of the FSE from the annealed W tip surface was strongest at the (111) 
    faces. Also, it was found that the intensities of FSE at the { 1111 faces andits 
    surroundings attained to 94 % of the total FSE intensity. 
From these results shown in (6) - (8), the emission mechanism based upon the surface 
diffusion of W atoms were proposed. The proposed model of FSE could explain the 
temperature d pendence of FSE qualitatively well. 
     The FSE properties from the W surface, which was bombarded by low-energy He' 
ions, were investigated, and the results are as follows; 
9) FSE was observed at the W surface bombarded by the He' ions with energies higher 
   than 500 eV, which was slight higher than sputtering threshold. The FSE intensity 
    increased with increasing the energy of the He' ion. 
10) The intensity of FSE from the ion-bombarded W tip surface decayed with time at 185 
   K. 
 11)After ion-bombardment of he W tip surface, FSE was observed at 185 K, but not at 300 
   K. 
These results obtained in this experiment were successfully explained by the emission model, 
which was based upon the surface diffusion of W atoms. It was confirmed that the 
emission model could also explain the FSE properties from the ion-bombarded W surfaces. 
     The FSE properties from the gas-adsorbed W surface were studied. The
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experimental results are summarized; 
 12) Although hydrogen or oxygen was adsorbed on the clean W surfaces prepared by the 
    field evaporation, FSE did not appear. 
13) FSE from the annealed W tip surface was suppressed by the exposure of hydrogen as 
    well as oxygen. 
14) It was confirmed that water exposure nhanced the FSE intensity. 
The detailed of this phenomenon has not been made clear yet. Hence, it will be one of the 
future works. 
     The first-principles calculation was carried out. in the exoemission study. The 
electronic structures of the clean, the oxygen-adsorbed, thedefected and the stepped Al (001) 
surfaces were calculated by the pseudopotential method, and the attempts to explain the 
experimental results on FSE, as well as PSE, from Al surface were performed. 
15) The surface states, surface relaxation and DOS of the clean Al (001) surface calculated 
    by pseudopotential method were in good agreement with that reported previously. It 
    was confirmed that he calculational results obtained in this study was trustworthy. 
16) From the calculation of the electronic structure ofthe oxygen-adsorbed Al (001) surface, 
    the stable position of an adsorbed oxygen atom on the surface could be determined. 
    Moreover, it was found that oxygen adsorption enhanced electron density with energies 
    near EF, and these lectrons existed around adsorbed oxygen atom. 
17) The LWP model was proposed, and the experimental results on FSE from Al tips could 
   be explained. 
18) The surface model with point defects was constructed, and the electronic structure of 
    such a surface was calculated. It was clear from the calculational result that point 
    defects on Al (001) surface caused the enhancement of electron-filled states. The 
    relationship between the FSE, PSE or TSE properties and such an electronic structure 
    has remained unclear. 
19) It was found from the calculational results that the occupied states near EF and 
    unoccupied states at 0.4 eV above EF were enhanced by the steps on Al (001) surface. 
    Especially, the unoccupied states were increased ramatically, and the relationship of 
    such states with FSE and PSE was discussed. As a result, it was suggested that the 
    surface step became one of the origins of FSE and PSE. However, the detailed
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    mechanism has not been elucidated yet. 
Although the emission mechanism from the Al surface with point defects and steps has not 
been clarified in detail, the previous experimental result on FSE from Al tips was successfully 
explained by the LWP model qualitatively. However, the LWP model can not describe the 
dynamic behavior at the surface, the further study based upon molecular dynamics calculation 
is mandatory. 
     Throughout the FSE studies described in this thesis, a number of new aspects on 
exoemission are uncovered. Since many of these findings are the cutting edge of 
exoemission research, the correlation of FSE results obtained in this study with conventional 
PSE or TSE results requires future work. However, the attitude of this thesis for clarifying 
the relationship between exoemission and movement of individual surface atom and for 
combining the experimental results with computational results is a pioneering work in the 
new age of exoemission studies with atomic resolution.
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